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 Hybridization (interbreeding between different populations or species) has the potential 
to impact the evolution of species in many ways, from causing species collapse and extinction to 
generating new lineages and genetic variation. The outcome of any given hybrid interaction can 
vary based on many factors, including genetic variation within the hybridizing species and their 
hybrid offspring. Genetic variation can contribute to inherent incompatibilities that affect the 
survival and reproduction of hybrid offspring. Additionally, genetic variation in concert with 
environmental or geographic variation can result in different patterns of selection on hybrids 
across a range of overlap between species. Thus, in order to understand the differing outcomes 
that may result from hybridization, it is important to characterize the variation present within 
hybridizing species and their hybrid offspring. Here, I use two species of North American 
spadefoot toads, Spea bombifrons and Spea multiplicata, to examine the impacts of variation on 
hybridization dynamics. First, I use a cross-sectional approach comparing genotype distributions 
of tadpoles and adults from multiple populations to estimate hybrid survival to adulthood. I find 
that hybrid survival to adulthood can vary between populations and across hybrid genotypes, 
demonstrating the potential impact of environmental and genetic variation on hybridization 
dynamics. Second, I investigate the role of hybridization in contributing to adaptive variation by 
examining the effect of an introgressed haplotype on tadpole development (one aspect of fitness) 
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in the source species of the haplotype. I find no evidence for an adaptive effect on development 
in the genetic background of the source species, suggesting that maintenance of the introgressed 
allele in the recipient species is due to selection on novel genetic variation generated by 
hybridization. Third, I use a phylogeographic approach to examine variation within the 
hybridizing parental species as a potential contributor to differential introgression across their 
geographic range of overlap. I find a deep genetic split within one of the hybridizing species that 
may help to explain the patterns of introgression found between these species. Overall, this 
dissertation demonstrates the importance of considering geographic and genetic variation in 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
Hybridization and evolution 
Much of evolutionary biology can be described simply as trying to figure out how species 
came to be what they are now, and how they change over time. Many scientists, and even non-
scientists, adopt the Biological Species Concept (Mayr, 1992), which asserts that species are 
independent evolutionary lineages that do not reproduce with other groups in the wild. However, 
evolutionary research since the second half of the 20th century has recognized that this concept 
need not be so strict (Stebbins, 1959, Heiser Jr., 1973, Whittemore, 1993, Coyne & Orr, 2004, 
Petit & Excoffier, 2009, Harrison & Larson, 2014). Many so-called “good” species interbreed in 
the wild, with some such interbreedings producing no viable offspring or only infertile offspring. 
Yet many of these interbreedings can produce viable, fertile offspring that are capable of 
breeding with each other and members of the “parental” species (the originally interbreeding 
species). Throughout this dissertation I will use Arnold’s (1997) definition that “natural 
hybridization involves successful matings in nature between individuals from two populations, or 
groups of populations, which are distinguishable on the basis of one or more heritable 
characters” (Arnold, 1997). He further defines “successful” matings as those which produce 
“some viable F1 progeny that possess some level of fertility”, which highlights the fact that these 
individuals are capable of contributing their genetics to further generations. 
 As hybridization came to be accepted as a potential creative, and not universally 
destructive force, the broad and myriad impacts of hybridization on evolution were revealed. 
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Natural hybridization is estimated to occur in at least 25% of plant species and 10% of animal 
species (Mallet, 2005), making its potential contributions to evolution widespread. Indeed, 
hybridization has been found to contribute to adaptive radiations (Seehausen, 2004, Nadeau et 
al., 2013, Kagawa & Takimoto, 2018), adaptation to new environments via introgression 
(DePamphilis & Wyatt, 1989, Song et al., 2011, Pardo-Diaz et al., 2012, Huerta-Sanchez et al., 
2014, Jeong et al., 2014, Kirkpatrick & Barrett, 2015, Baena-Diaz et al., 2018), and the 
generation of new, hybrid species (Baack & Rieseberg, 2007, Mallet, 2007, MavÁRez & 
Linares, 2008, Nolte & Tautz, 2010, Abbott et al., 2013, Kadereit, 2015, Nieto Feliner et al., 
2017) in both plants and animals. One aspect of hybridization that is apparent from this research 
is that which of these outcomes occurs depends on many aspects of variation within both the 
species involved, their hybrids, and backcrossed hybrids (offspring of matings between hybrids 
and members of the parental species).  
Variation in gene exchange can result from differences in the fitness (survival and 
reproduction) of hybrids. For instance, if hybrids are “unfit” relative to their parents, then gene 
exchange will likely be limited because few hybrids survive to mate with pure-species 
individuals; if hybrids are relatively fit, then gene exchange may be more extensive. Moreover, 
hybrids may vary in fitness due to their genetic makeup (genotype) or their environment. Thus, 
patterns of hybrid fitness can determine the extent of gene exchange and consequently influence 
the outcomes of hybridization. 
Additionally, the geographic structure of genetic variation both in hybrids and their 
parents in concert with environmental pressures can lead to different patterns of selection on 
hybrids, which can then impact the extent and direction of introgression (Stutz & Thomas, 1964, 
Duvernell et al., 2007, Aboim et al., 2010, Schaefer et al., 2016, Lemmon & Juenger, 2017). The 
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genomic structure of variation between the species can impact the extent of hybrid 
incompatibilities between the species regardless of environmental selection pressures. It is 
therefore critical to understand variation within hybridizing species if one is to make sense of the 
resulting patterns of hybridization and introgression. 
Gene exchange between species due to hybridization has the potential to contribute to the 
origins of novel traits (Parsons et al., 2011, Kagawa & Takimoto, 2018), the spread of species into 
new habitats or regions (Rieseberg et al., 2007, Pfennig et al., 2016), and the persistence of species 
in changing environments (Mitchell et al., 2019).  As climate change continues to alter species’ 
native environments, species are pushed beyond their current geographic limits and into novel 
environments.  This movement of species to new geographic regions is expected to increase rates 
of natural hybridization (Garroway et al., 2010, Becker et al., 2013, Baena-Diaz et al., 2018).  
Additionally, other anthropogenic disturbances introduce species to new areas (for example, the 
deliberate or accidental movement of European species to North America over the past few 
centuries), leading to invasions that often involve hybridization of the invasive species with local 
species (Rosenthal et al., 2008, Lack et al., 2012, Burrell et al., 2015, Saarman & Pogson, 2015, 
Hata et al., 2019).  Thus, as climate change and other anthropogenic disturbances continue to 
impact species’ natural environments, the ecological and evolutionary significance of 
hybridization is becoming increasingly apparent.  The impacts of hybridization will depend 
critically on the factors that contribute to gene exchange; however, we still do not fully understand 
what factors contribute to patterns and levels of gene exchange across different populations of 
species that naturally hybridize (nor those that hybridize due to human disturbance).  My 
dissertation research addresses this gap in knowledge by exploring the factors that contribute to 
variation in gene exchange between hybridizing species.   
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Study system: Spadefoot toads 
I investigated the evolutionary impacts of hybridization using North American Spadefoot 
toads of the genus Spea. Specifically, the species Spea bombifrons (Plains spadefoot) and Spea  
multiplicata (Mexican spadefoot) cooccur throughout much of the desert southwestern United 
States (Fig 1.1). Both species spend the bulk of the year estivating underground, using the 
namesake spades on their back feet to dig themselves into the substrate. When monsoon rains in 
the summer form ephemeral ponds, the toads emerge and converge on the temporary ponds 
(Bragg, 1965). There, the males call while females assess the calls. The tadpoles then develop in 
the ponds where the eggs are laid, and reach metamorphosis within a matter of weeks. S. 
multiplicata reaches metamorphosis faster than S. bombifrons, giving S. multiplicata an 
advantage in the rapidly drying desert ponds where they cooccur (Pfennig & Simovich, 2002, 
Pfennig, 2007).  In relatively deep ponds that should take longer to dry than the average 
development time of both species, females prefer to mate with conspecific males (Pfennig, 
2007).  
However, some S. bombifrons females switch their mating preference and choose to mate 
with S. multiplicata when they find themselves in very shallow, rapidly drying ponds (Pfennig, 
2007). The fact that this behavior persists in S. bombifrons populations suggests that its selective 
advantage is strong enough to outweigh the costs of F1 male hybrid sterility (Wunsch & Pfennig, 
2013) and reduced fecundity of F1 hybrid females (Simovich et al., 1991, Pfennig & Simovich, 
2002). The resulting F1 hybrid offspring have an intermediate development time, completing 
metamorphosis before pure S. bombifrons tadpoles on average. In these shallow ponds that might 
dry before pure S. bombifrons tadpoles are able to escape the ponds, this hybridization behavior 
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confers a selective advantage to those S. bombifrons females that mate with S. multiplicata males 
(Pfennig & Simovich, 2002). 
As stated above, these species co-occur across much of the Desert Southwest of the 
United States (Fig. 1.1), a range of sympatry that potentially encompasses wide environmental 
and genetic variation. Environmental variation across the range of hybridization could result in 
different patterns of selection on first generation and backcrossed hybrids and on the hybridizing 
species themselves. Additionally, genetic variation between populations throughout this range 
could influence how the parental genomes interact within hybrids, leading to differences in 
hybrid incompatibilities and subsequently differences in patterns of introgression across 
sympatry. Indeed, there is evidence that the direction of introgression between the species differs 
between Texas and Arizona regions of sympatry (Pierce et al., 2017). Thus, in order to better 
understand the factors that may influence patterns of introgression in these species, in this 
dissertation, I examine three aspects of variation in hybridization between S. multiplicata and S. 
bombifrons 
 First, while we know that F1 hybrids suffer male sterility and reduced female fecundity, 
we do not know the rates of survival to adulthood in either F1 hybrids or backcrossed hybrids. 
The genetic variation produced within hybrids via backcrossing with parental species creates the 
potential for differential selection across genotypes, which could in turn impact the amount and 
direction of introgression between species. In Chapter II, I use a cross-sectional approach to 
estimate hybrid survival to adulthood. By comparing genotype distributions between tadpoles 
and adults in three populations, I am able to examine patterns of selection on hybrids both across 
populations and across hybrid genotypes. 
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 Second, previous work in this system has discovered a haplotype from S. multiplicata 
that has introgressed into S. bombifrons individuals in the wild and spread southward with a 
range expansion of S. bombifrons (Pierce et al., 2017). This pattern has raised the hypothesis that 
this may be a case of adaptive introgression, specifically that this introgressed haplotype may be 
associated with more rapid development in tadpoles, making it adaptive in the more rapidly 
drying desert ponds that are typical of the S. multiplicata range and the southern region of the S. 
bombifrons range where they have experienced a recent expansion. In Chapter III, I take a first 
step in addressing this hypothesis by examining the effect of the haplotype on tadpole 
development time in the genetic background of the source species, S. multiplicata. If the 
introgressed haplotype is adaptive in the source species, S. multiplicata, this may be a case where 
the transfer of a pre-adapted variant helps a recipient species to invade habitat similar to that of 
the source species. On the other hand, if the haplotype is not adaptive in the source species, this 
may be a case of hybridization increasing genetic variation in the recipient species and providing 
the raw material for adaptation.  
 Lastly, previous work in this system has also uncovered differential patterns of 
asymmetrical introgression across the range of overlap between S. multiplicata and S. 
bombifrons. Specifically, there is evidence of S. bombifrons haplotypes introgressing into S. 
multiplicata in Arizona sympatry and of the opposite, S. multiplicata haplotypes introgressing 
into S. bombifrons, in Texas sympatry (Pierce et al., 2017). Additionally, there is evidence of 
geographic divergence in male mating calls of both species (O’Brien, 2018), which suggests that 
there may be other axes of divergence within the species that we have not yet discovered. In 
Chapter IV, I examine the hypothesis that differential introgression may be the result of 
underlying genetic variation within the hybridizing species. If there is significant genetic 
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divergence across the range of overlap, the genomes of these species may interact differently 
when hybrids result from the combination of Arizona genomes versus Texas genomes. I use 
sequences of a mitochondrial gene, cytochrome b, to perform a phylogeographic analysis of S. 
bombifrons and S. multiplicata with the purpose of discovering potentially cryptic variation 







Figure 1.1 Range maps of S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata based on range projections from 






CHAPTER II: INFERRING SELECTION ON NATURALLY OCCURRING HYBRIDS 
 
Introduction 
Hybridization, and the potential for gene exchange between species, has important effects 
on evolutionary and ecological processes ranging from speciation to range expansion (Abbott et 
al., 2013).  Indeed, hybridization can lead to various outcomes including: extinction (Rhymer & 
Simberloff, 1996, Wolf et al., 2001, Kearns et al., 2018), collapse of species (Taylor et al., 2006), 
the origins of new traits and species (Arnold, 1993, Rieseberg et al., 1995, Rieseberg et al., 1999, 
Mallet, 2005, Schwarz et al., 2005, Mallet, 2007, Schumer et al., 2014), the transfer of 
adaptations between species (Arnold, 2004, Martin et al., 2006, Whitney et al., 2006, Whitney et 
al., 2010, Song et al., 2011), and the expansion and adaptation of species to new environments 
(Ellstrand & Schierenbeck, 2000, Rieseberg et al., 2007, Abbott et al., 2013, Kirkpatrick & 
Barrett, 2015, Pfennig et al., 2016).   
Which of these outcomes arises generally depends on hybrid fitness relative to pure-
species types. Although hybrids have historically been assumed to be “unfit” relative to pure-
species individuals (Barton & Hewitt, 1985, Arnold, 1997), a large body of work reveals that 
hybrids can have fitness that is similar to, or higher than, at least one of the hybridizing species 
(Arnold & Hodges, 1995, Arnold, 1997, Parris, 1999, Mallet, 2005, Rhode & Cruzan, 2005, 
Latta et al., 2007). Moreover, hybrid fitness relative to pure-species types can vary across 
environments and genotypes (Arnold & Hodges, 1995, Campbell & Waser, 2001, Parris, 2001, 
Campbell, 2003, Martin et al., 2006, Arnold et al., 2012). In particular, hybrid fitness might be 
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higher relative to parents in some environments, but not others, if hybrids possess traits that are 
advantageous, but only under certain conditions. Likewise, if hybrid fitness is determined by 
genetic interactions between the parent species’ genomes, relative hybrid fitness might vary 
among populations depending on the prevailing segregating genetic variation in the pure-species 
genomes (Cutter, 2012, Matute et al., 2014, Larson et al., 2018). Thus, the strength and direction 
of selection on hybrids (i.e., whether they are favored, disfavored, or neither) can vary among 
different populations. 
Many studies measure hybrid fitness by experimentally generating hybrids and rearing 
them in the lab or in field enclosures (Lewontin & Birch, 1966, Arnold & Hodges, 1995, Parris, 
1999, Campbell & Waser, 2001, Parris, 2001, Rhode & Cruzan, 2005, Martin et al., 2006, 
Whitney et al., 2006, Campbell & Waser, 2007, Campbell et al., 2008, Lemmon & Lemmon, 
2010, Whitney et al., 2010, Latour et al., 2014, Whitney et al., 2015, Frynta et al., 2018). Such 
studies provide crucial insights into the nature of hybrid fitness and identify the putative 
ecological and genetic factors that determine hybrid fitness. Nevertheless, selection in these 
settings might not act in the same way that selection acts in the wild, because the complexity of 
natural biotic and abiotic selective environments cannot be fully replicated in such situations. 
Moreover, artificially produced hybrids might not reflect the genetic diversity, relative 
frequencies, or even natural spatial distributions of hybrids that are typically produced in the 
wild. Consequently, fitness measures of such hybrids––whether in the lab or field––might not 
fully reflect relative hybrid fitness in nature. For example, lab studies might underestimate 
relative hybrid fitness if hybrids possess traits that enable them to succeed in novel 
environments, whereas controlled field studies might overestimate relative hybrid fitness if they 
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constitute benign environments that do not adequately test hybrid performance (e.g., by lacking 
predators or resource competition). 
Thus, in addition to controlled studies, fitness measures on naturally occurring hybrids 
are needed to better ascertain how hybrids fare in the wild. However, relatively few studies have 
measured selection on hybrids in natural populations because of the difficulty of doing so (but 
see, e.g., Mallet & Barton, 1989, Grant & Grant, 1992, Cruzan & Arnold, 1993, Arnold & 
Hodges, 1995, Veen et al., 2001, Gow et al., 2007, Gompert et al., 2012, Taylor et al., 2012, 
Culumber et al., 2014, Todesco et al., 2016, Nilsson et al., 2017).  
We addressed this issue by inferring selection on natural hybrids in spadefoot toads, Spea 
multiplicata (Mexican spadefoot) and S. bombifrons (Plains spadefoot). By doing so, we could 
determine the extent to which hybrids are selectively disfavored and whether hybrid fitness 
varies across different populations. We applied a cross-sectional approach, comparing genotype 
distributions of tadpoles and adults from the same population, to measure survival to adulthood 
in three wild populations of S. multiplicata, S. bombifrons, and their hybrids in the San Simon 
Valley of Arizona and New Mexico, USA. We addressed two important general questions 
regarding hybrid fitness in the wild: (1) do hybrids suffer reduced survival to adulthood 




Spea bombifrons and S. multiplicata naturally hybridize in the southwestern USA 
(Sattler, 1985, Simovich & Sassaman, 1986, Pfennig & Simovich, 2002, Pfennig et al., 2012, 
Pierce et al., 2017). As adults, F1 hybrid males are sterile and F1 hybrid females are partially 
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fecund (Simovich, 1985, Wunsch & Pfennig, 2013). Despite these fitness costs, hybridization 
can confer fitness benefits for female S. bombifrons. Specifically, F1 hybrid tadpoles develop 
significantly faster than pure-species S. bombifrons tadpoles (although they develop more slowly 
than pure S. multiplicata) (Pfennig & Simovich, 2002, Pfennig, 2007). Consequently, F1 hybrid 
tadpoles are more likely than pure S. bombifrons tadpoles to escape the most ephemeral ponds in 
which spadefoots breed (Pfennig, 2007). Thus, in highly ephemeral ponds, the fitness benefits of 
hybridizing (in terms of faster development) appear to outweigh the fitness costs (in terms of 
reduced adult fertility) for S. bombifrons females. By contrast, if ponds last long enough for 
pure-species tadpoles to escape, hybrids no longer have a fitness advantage because adults have 
reduced fertility (Pfennig & Simovich, 2002, Pfennig, 2007). In response to this variation in 
fitness, S. bombifrons females preferentially mate with their own species in deep ponds, but 
switch their mate preferences to heterospecifics in more ephemeral ponds (Pfennig & Simovich, 
2002, Pfennig, 2007).  
As expected from this behavior, F1 hybrid frequency among tadpoles is negatively 
correlated with pond size (Simovich, 1985): more hybrids are found in smaller ponds, which are 
often more shallow and ephemeral (Pfennig & Simovich, 2002). However, although S. 
bombifrons females potentially benefit from hybridizing in certain circumstances, S. multiplicata 
females receive no such benefit (Pfennig & Simovich, 2002). Indeed, S. multiplicata females 
prefer their own species regardless of water level (Pfennig, 2007).   
More generally, the frequency of hybridization, the distribution of hybrid types (i.e., 
whether they are F1 or complex backcrosses), and the directionality of introgression vary across 
populations (Pfennig et al., 2012, Pierce et al., 2017). This variation could be explained, at least 
in part, by differential fitness consequences of hybridization. If, for example, hybrid fitness 
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varies spatially, hybridization could be higher in environments where hybrids fare better and 
lower where hybrids suffer higher fitness costs. However, as with many other systems, the 
fitness consequences of hybridization in Spea are known largely from experimental crosses and 
primarily for one developmental stage—tadpoles. How hybrids fare in the post-metamorphic 
period through adulthood is unknown. We therefore sought to evaluate the fitness consequences 
of hybridization in natural populations from tadpoles to adulthood.  
However, measuring fitness in the wild for spadefoots is particularly difficult because 
individuals spend most of the year underground in a state of aestivation (Bragg, 1965). Adults 
only emerge aboveground following summer rainstorms to forage and breed (Bragg, 1965).  
Additionally, spadefoots have high overall tadpole mortality with only a small fraction achieving 
reproductive maturity (Tinsley & Tocque, 1995).  Both factors contribute to the intractability of a 
cohort analysis whereby selection is measured by following a single generation of individuals 
through each life stage (Endler, 1986).  
To circumvent these issues, we inferred hybrid survival in the field using a cross-
sectional analysis (Endler, 1986, Gow et al., 2007). Specifically, we compared the distribution of 
hybrids among tadpoles with the distribution of hybrids among adult toads.  This measure does 
not account for differential emigration or for differential reproductive output of adults. 
Nevertheless, a cross-sectional approach can provide insight into hybrid survival in the wild.    
 
Collections, genotyping and calculation of hybridity 
Specimens were collected from three populations in the San Simon Valley of Arizona 
and New Mexico between 2002 and 2013 (Table 2.1). Adults were collected from ponds during 
breeding aggregations or from sites adjacent to the ponds (e.g., along roads). Each adult was toe-
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clipped to obtain tissue for DNA. Tadpoles were collected at random sites throughout each pond 
one to two weeks after eggs were laid, euthanized in an overdose of MS-222, and preserved in 
ethanol.   
 DNA was extracted from tadpole tail tissue and adult toe tissue using the Qiagen DNeasy 
Blood and Tissue spin-column protocol.  All samples were genotyped at ten species-specific 
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and amplified fragment length polymorphism 
(AFLP) markers: nine nuclear markers and one mitochondrial marker (Pfennig et al., 2012). 
While this number of loci may be small in comparison to approaches such as RAD-seq, these 
markers were developed as species specific markers and are thus known to be diagnostic of 
hybrid ancestry (i.e. being heterozygous for one loci is enough to indicate admixture). 
Additionally, these loci are used as a standard approach for species (and hybrid) identification in 
Spea, allowing for ease of comparison to other studies, both current and future.  
For each marker, a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed with a locus-specific 
primer, and then, for RFLPs, the PCR product was digested with a restriction enzyme (for 
detailed methods, see Pfennig et al., 2012). For each locus, the resulting fragment sizes were 
visually analyzed via gel electrophoresis and scored as homozygous S. bombifrons, homozygous 
S. multiplicata, or heterozygous by comparison to control samples of allopatric S. bombifrons, 
allopatric S. multiplicata, and known F1 hybrids. Individuals with failed PCRs or digests at 6 or 
more loci were excluded from the analyses below. 
As a measure of each individual’s total genotype, we calculated the proportion of that 
individual’s successfully genotyped alleles that were scored as S. multiplicata-type alleles: PSm = 
(# S. multiplicata alleles) / (total # of genotyped alleles). Thus, individuals with all S. bombifrons 
alleles would have a PSm value of 0, individuals whose alleles were all S. multiplicata-type would 
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have a PSm value of 1, and F1 hybrids would have a PSm value of 0.5. Hybrids backcrossed 
towards S. bombifrons would have values of 0 < PSm < 0.5, and hybrids backcrossed towards S. 
multiplicata would have values of 0.5 < PSm < 1. 
To provide an estimate of the amount of admixture in each individual’s genome, 
regardless of backcross direction, we calculated hybridity (hi) sensu Duvernell et al. (2007) and 
Gow et al. (2007). Hybridity in those cases was calculated using STRUCTURE output of the 
proportion ancestry assigned to one of two groups (qi) (Pritchard et al., 2000). In this case, we 
substituted this ancestry estimate with our PSm values (described above) as we knew the loci used 
to generate this ancestry estimate were diagnostic, yielding a hybridity calculation of  hi = 0.5 - 
|0.5 – PSm|. Using this metric, individuals whose genotypes were either all S. bombifrons alleles 
(PSm = 0) or all S. multiplicata alleles (PSm = 1) would have the minimum hybridity score of 0. F1 
hybrids, with half S. bombifrons and half S. multiplicata alleles (PSm = 0.5), would have the 
maximum hybridity score of 0.5. Backcrossed hybrids would fall in the range of 0 < hi < 0.5.  
 
Analysis of hybrid survival relative to pure-species types 
Hybrids are often assumed to have reduced fitness relative to pure-species individuals; 
indeed, with S. multiplicata and S. bombifrons, F1 hybrid males are sterile and F1 females have 
reduced fecundity. However, survival of those F1s, as well as backcross hybrids, to adulthood 
relative to the survival of pure species types is unknown. As a proxy for survival from the 
tadpole stage to the adult stage, we modeled the effect of life stage on the probability that an 
individual is pure S. multiplicata or S. bombifrons versus hybrid. For this analysis, we 
categorized individuals based on their hybridity scores: all individuals with hi = 0 were 
categorized as “pure” and all individuals with hi > 0 were categorized as “hybrid”. Because of 
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the localized nature of the breeding ponds, individual populations could exhibit different patterns 
of selection. Thus, we also modeled the effect of population on the probability that an individual 
is pure or hybrid.  
 Using the brms package in R (Bürkner, 2017, Bürkner, 2018, Stan Development Team, 
2019), we tested three multilevel Bayesian Bernoulli models with differing predictors: (1) life 
stage, population, and their interaction; (2) life stage and population without an interaction; and 
(3) life stage. All models included a random effect of year, as precipitation can vary from year-
to-year, influencing S. bombifrons female mating behavior and the production of hybrids. We ran 
each model with weakly informative priors of a Student’s T distribution T(3, 0, 2.5) for all 
population-level effects (Ghosh et al., 2018) and the default prior of a Student’s T distribution 
T(3, 0, 10) for all group-level effects for 2000 generations with 50% warm-up. We compared the 
models using both leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation in the R package loo (Vehtari et al., 
2016, Vehtari et al., 2019) and model weighting to find the best model to fit the data.  
 Once the model containing life stage, population, and their interaction was identified as 
the best model, we tested for selection on hybrids within each population. Specifically, we used 
the hypothesis function in brms to calculate the posterior probability of the hypothesis that, 
within a population, the probability of being a hybrid as a tadpole and an adult are the same, i.e. 
no selection on hybrids (Bürkner, 2017, Bürkner, 2018). A low posterior probability (i.e. post. 






Inferring selection on hybridity 
Hybrid fitness can vary across genotypes, particularly when backcrossing occurs and 
generates hybrids with varying species compositions. To evaluate whether hybrid survival to 
adulthood varies among hybrids of different backgrounds, we modeled the effect of life stage on 
individual hybridity (hi, explained above). For this analysis, we excluded individuals with hi = 0 
and focused only on those individuals who had some degree of mixed ancestry (hi > 0). We 
additionally modeled the effect of population on hybridity, because, as stated above, the 
localized nature of the breeding ponds could lead to differing survival dynamics.  
Using the lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2015), we ran three models of hybridity with 
differing predictors: (1) life stage, population, and their interaction; (2) life stage and population 
without an interaction; and (3) life stage. All models included a random effect of year to account 
for differences in annual rainfall. We compared all models using the Akaike information 
criterion (AIC) to choose the best model to fit the data. 




Of 1187 individuals sampled, only two were F1 hybrids. In Four-ten, roughly 19% of the 
162 tadpoles and 16% of the 111 adults were of hybrid ancestry; in Javelina, 8% of 573 tadpoles 
and 34% of 71 adults were hybrids; and in Sulphur Draw, 22% of 209 tadpoles and 10% of 61 
adults were hybrids (Fig. 2.1). Overall, S. multiplicata individuals were at a higher frequency 
than both S. bombifrons and hybrid individuals in every population and life stage, ranging from 
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65% to 92% of tadpoles and 63% to 67% of adults (Fig. 2.1), consistent with field observations 
of the species’ relative population sizes in the San Simon Valley. 
 
Hybrid survival relative to pure-species types 
Of our three Bayesian Bernoulli models for the probability of being a hybrid, the best 
model to explain the data, as indicated by both LOO and model weighting, included life stage, 
population, and their interaction with a random effect of year (Table 2.2). In this model, all three 
populations display different signatures of hybrid survival (Fig. 2.2). In Four-ten and Sulphur 
Draw, the probability of being a hybrid does not change from the tadpole to adult life stage (Fig. 
2.2, Table 2.3), suggesting that there is not strong selection against hybrids compared to pure-
species individuals. In both populations, the 95% credible intervals of the estimates for the 
probability of being a hybrid as a tadpole and an adult overlap, and there is a high posterior 
probability that those estimates are equal (Four-ten post. prob. = 0.87, Sulphur Draw post. prob. 
= 0.67, Fig. 2.2, Table 2.3). However, in Javelina, the probability of being a hybrid increases 
from the tadpole to adult life stage, with no overlap of the 95% credible intervals of the tadpole 
and adult estimates and a low posterior probability that those estimates are equal (post. prob. = 0, 
Fig. 2.2, Table 2.3), suggesting that hybrids may actually survive to adulthood at higher rates 
than pure species individuals in this population.  
 
Selection on hybridity 
While survival of hybrids as a group compared to pure species varies between 
populations, we also tested whether survival to adulthood varies within hybrids according to their 
level of hybridity. The best model to explain hybridity values was the simplest model we tested, 
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with life stage as the sole fixed effect and a random effect of year (Table 2.4). Hybridity values 
differ significantly between life stages, decreasing from the tadpole to adult life stage (Wald 2 = 
9.55, df = 1, P = 0.002; Tadpole hi = 0.219 SE 0.026, Adult hi = 0.140 SE 0.027 , Fig. 2.3), 
indicating that hybrids who are more backcrossed towards one of the two pure species survive at 
higher rates than hybrids that are a more equal mixture of the two species’ genomes. That this 
model performed better than both models that contained population as a fixed effect indicates 
that the impact of hybridity on survival does not vary significantly across the three populations 
we surveyed (Table 2.4). 
 
Discussion  
We used naturally hybridizing spadefoot toads, S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata, to 
evaluate hybrid fitness relative to pure-species types and thereby infer selection on naturally 
occurring hybrids.  Using a cross-sectional approach to estimate survival to adulthood in wild 
populations, we found that, as a group, hybrids survived at equal or greater rates than pure-
species individuals, with this differing among populations (Fig. 2.2).  Moreover, we found that 
across hybrid genotypes, backcrossed hybrids (with lower hi) had a higher chance of survival 
than more admixed individuals (with higher hi, Fig. 2.3). The cross-sectional approach we used 
allowed us to infer selection on natural Spea hybrids and thereby provides insights into hybrid 
fitness under natural conditions, a critical complement to laboratory studies of hybrid fitness.  
Our study adds to the growing body of evidence contradicting the historical view of 
hybrids as universally unfit and indicates that natural hybrids might not suffer the extent of 
reduced fitness that is measured in experimental studies. In our system, hybrids (as a group) do 
not experience significantly lower survival to adulthood than pure species types (Fig. 2.2). Why 
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hybrids do not suffer major fitness costs relative to pure-species types is not clear and requires 
further study. Regardless of the reason, this absence of major fitness costs could explain how the 
adaptive hybridization behavior of S. bombifrons is maintained. Because hybrid tadpoles develop 
faster than pure-species S. bombifrons, the net benefit of hybridization, when combined with the 
relatively equal or greater survival of hybrids compared to pure species individuals that we find 
here (Fig. 2.2), would tend to outweigh the fertility costs (sterility in F1 males and reduced 
fecundity in F1 females) in this system.  
Our results also highlight that hybrid fitness relative to pure species will vary across 
populations (Fig. 2.2), a point that has been emphasized in other systems and is therefore not 
surprising (Arnold & Hodges, 1995, Campbell & Waser, 2001, Parris, 2001, Campbell, 2003, 
Martin et al., 2006, Arnold et al., 2012). However, in other systems, hybrid fitness often varies 
across different habitats, whereas the populations from which we sampled are similar spatially. 
This suggests that small-scale spatial ecological dynamics could be important in determining the 
relative fitness of hybrids. In the Spea system, the highly localized rainfall patterns typical of the 
San Simon Valley’s Chihuahuan Desert habitat may have more influence on patterns of hybrid 
survival than other ecological characteristics, such as dominant vegetation and other co-
occurring amphibian species, that are shared among all three populations sampled here. 
However, we did not have rainfall data on a fine enough geographical scale to incorporate 
population-level differences in rainfall into our models. Future field studies in this system could 
address this by monitoring rainfall at individual ponds over the breeding season, ideally across 
multiple years, including years when no breeding occurs at a pond. Combined with a similar 
cross-sectional analysis to the one presented here, such a study would provide a better estimate 
of the influence of localized rainfall on population-level differences in survival. Generally, 
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additional work is needed to understand how and why relative hybrid fitness might vary among 
populations. 
In addition to population-level differences in hybrid survival compared to pure species 
survival, our results also show that within hybrids, survival varies with the level of admixture 
(Fig. 2.3). While ideally we would have incorporated this analysis into the same model as our 
pure species types, the skew in sample size between pure individuals and admixed individuals 
would have made it difficult to detect patterns across hybrid genotypes (Fig. 2.1). We were 
explicitly interested in testing whether hybrid survival depends on level of admixture, as there is 
evidence for this in other systems. Additionally, theory predicts that there should be a greater 
impact of Dobzhansky-Muller hybrid incompatibilities in earlier generation hybrids than in 
backcrossed hybrids (Lindtke & Buerkle, 2015). Indeed, we found that the average level of 
admixture in hybrids decreased from the tadpole to adult stage, indicating that backcrossed 
hybrids have higher survival to adulthood than intermediate (F1) hybrids (Fig. 2.3). The 
breakdown of incompatibilities with recombination during backcrossing would allow for gene 
flow and could explain why, while hybridization appears to be declining between these species 
due to reinforcement (Pfennig, 2003), we find evidence of introgression at microsatellite markers 
(Pierce et al., 2017).  
A limitation of our approach that we have yet to discuss is the assumption that the 
relative frequencies of our focal groups do not change for reasons other than survival. This 
assumption is potentially violated in our system, where the production of F1 hybrids (and 
possibly backcross hybrids) varies depending on pond ephemerality. Specifically, in shallow 
ponds, S. bombifrons females are more likely to hybridize and thereby create F1 hybrids (Pfennig 
& Simovich, 2002, Pfennig, 2007). Moreover, in deep ponds, F1 hybrid females are more likely 
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to prefer S. multiplicata males (as opposed to sterile hybrid males or S. bombifrons males) 
(Schmidt & Pfennig, 2016). Thus, variation in rainfall could produce variation in incidence of 
hybridization (although rainfall patterns do not necessarily predict long-term changes of hybrid 
frequency across populations; Pfennig, 2003). 
To determine if variation in rainfall might account for our results, we obtained rainfall 
data for June, July, and August from three weather stations nearest our populations for 1990-
2016 from NOAA (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/). While this data is not at a fine enough 
scale to show population-level differences, it does give an estimate of the general rainfall 
patterns in the region. We then compared rainfall for the years that tadpoles were collected to 
rainfall across the full dataset. We found that June 2008 was an outlier for high rainfall, and this 
was a year in which many of our tadpole samples were collected (40% of the tadpoles sampled 
for Four-ten, 29% of the tadpoles sampled for Javelina and 32% of the tadpoles for Sulphur 
Draw). This high rainfall in 2008 would be expected to have reduced F1 hybrid production, and 
increased backcross production. Indeed, we identified only two F1 tadpoles in our samples (Fig. 
2.1). Consequently, F1 hybrid survival could be overestimated and backcross hybrid survival 
underestimated. However, despite this possibility that we overestimated intermediate hybrid type 
survival while underestimating that of backcross hybrids, we still detected higher survival of 
backcrossed hybrids compared to intermediate hybrids (Fig. 2.3). Thus, although our results are 
potentially conservative, the qualitative patterns are likely valid. 
Despite the limitations of our data, our results provide important insights into the fitness 
of naturally occurring hybrids and the value of complementing laboratory studies of hybrids with 
wild studies. Understanding the nature of selection on hybrids in the wild is critical for 
evaluating hybridization’s role in evolutionary and ecological processes ranging from speciation 
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to invasive species spread. Long-term data and collections-based approaches are ideally suited 
for providing insight into hybrid fitness and patterns of selection on hybrids (e.g., Yang & 
Selander, 1968, see also Buggs, 2007, Brodersen & Seehausen, 2014). Such data could better 
inform our understanding of hybrid fitness and how it varies in response to even the subtlest 
ecological variation. Additional studies will hopefully leverage these resources more fully to 




Figures and Tables 
Figure 2.1 Distribution of individual proportion of S. multiplicata alleles (PSm) for tadpoles and 
adults from each population. Individuals are ranked by increasing PSm. S. bombifrons individuals 
have PSm = 0, and S. multiplicata individuals have PSm = 1. The gray shaded area indicates the 









































































Figure 2.2 Probability that an individual tadpole or adult is of hybrid/mixed ancestry in each 
sampling population. Bars indicate 95% credible intervals based on posterior quantiles. Dashed 
































Figure 2.3 Frequency distribution of hybridity (hi) values for individuals of mixed ancestry 

































Table 2.1 Population locations and collection years.
Population Coordinates 
(lat, lon) 
Tadpole collections NTadpole Adult collections NAdult 
Four-ten  31.738433,  
-109.09965 
2002, 2008, 2011 162 2008, 2011, 2012 111 
Javelina  31.816717,  
-109.01868 





2003, 2006, 2007, 
2008 




Table 2.2 Comparison of Bayesian Bernoulli models of the probability of being of hybrid 
ancestry. 
Model parameters looIC (SE) Model Weight 
Lifestage * Population + (1|Year) 915.3 (42.4) 0.923 
Lifestage + Population + (1|Year) 926.4 (42.4) 0.0772 




Table 2.3 Estimates of the probability of being a hybrid for tadpoles and adults within each 
population, with 95% credible intervals (CI) indicated in parentheses. Posterior probabilities 
(Post. Prob) of the tadpole and adult estimates being equal for each population are indicated. * 
denotes posterior probabilities indicating a difference between tadpole and adult estimates, i.e. 
evidence of selection on hybrid survival. 
Population Life stage  (95% CI) Post. Prob.  
Four-ten Tadpole 0.239 (0.142 – 0.385) 0.87 
 Adult 0.208 (0.116 – 0.355)  
Javelina Tadpole 0.0532 (0.0239 – 0.0975) 0* 
 Adult 0.269 (0.139 – 0.442)  
Sulphur Draw Tadpole 0.221 (0.131 – 0.340) 0.67 
 Adult 0.111 (0.0412 – 0.241)  
 
Table 2.4 Comparison of hybridity (hi) models for individuals of hybrid ancestry (excluding all 
pure-species individuals). 
Model parameters df AIC 
Lifestage * Population + (1|Year) 8 -148.4714 
Lifestage + Population + (1|Year) 6 -156.1948 






CHAPTER III: LITTLE EVIDENCE FOR DEVELOPMENTAL EFFECT OF 




Contemporary views of hybridization (interbreeding between separate species) challenge 
historical notions that all such interbreeding is detrimental. Hybridization is now acknowledged 
to contribute to many evolutionary processes, ranging from precipitating species collapse and 
extinction (Brown, 1971, Rhymer & Simberloff, 1996, Wolf et al., 2001, Taylor et al., 2006, 
Todesco et al., 2016) to promoting diversification and speciation (Anderson & Stebbins Jr., 
1954, Stebbins, 1959, Arnold, 1997, Seehausen, 2004, Arnold et al., 2008, Arnold & Martin, 
2010, Twyford & Ennos, 2012, Abbott et al., 2013, Schumer et al., 2014, Hamilton & Miller, 
2016). Many of these impacts of hybridization involve the transfer of genetic material between 
species, a process termed introgression. In particular, hybridization has been implicated in 
facilitating adaptation to new environments via adaptive introgression, in which an introgressed 
haplotype is adaptive in the recipient species (Arnold et al., 2008, White et al., 2009, Heliconius 
Genome, 2012, Hedrick, 2013, Oziolor et al., 2019). (Throughout this chapter, I will use 
“introgressed haplotype” to refer to any genetic unit that may be introgressed, which could 
encompass a single gene, a chromosomal inversion, or many genes and regulatory elements 
dispersed throughout the genome.)  
In certain cases, adaptive introgression may result in range expansion of the recipient 
species, as the new adaptation allows for the recipient species to expand into previously un-
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inhabitable territory (Lewontin & Birch, 1966, Abbott et al., 2013, Kirkpatrick & Barrett, 2015, 
Pfennig et al., 2016). Adaptive introgression can also result in “evolutionary rescue” of a 
population that is declining owing to environmental stress (Oziolor et al., 2019). The receipt of 
new genetic variation can enable the population to rapidly adapt to the environmental stressor 
and thereby persist. 
There are two main routes through which hybridization may facilitate adaptation via 
adaptive introgression: (1) introgression of a haplotype that was already adaptive in the source 
species and (2) increasing genetic diversity upon which selection can act in the recipient species 
(Hedrick, 2013) . In the first case, a haplotype that is already adaptive in a certain environment in 
the source species is transferred and subsequently confers that adaptive advantage in the 
recipient species as well (Kim & Rieseberg, 1999, Whitney et al., 2006, Arnold et al., 2008, 
Whitney et al., 2010, Kirkpatrick & Barrett, 2015, Whitney et al., 2015, Suarez-Gonzalez et al., 
2018). Given the shared adaptation between the source and recipient species, this mode of 
adaptive introgression should tend to help the recipient species adapt to an environment that is 
more similar to the one occupied by the source species. These introgressed regions may involve 
alleles of large effect, such as color mimicry pattern regions of Heliconius butterflies (Heliconius 
Genome, 2012) or the vkorc1 allele that introgressed from Mus spretus into M. musculus 
domesticus and conferred resistance to the anticoagulant rodenticide warfarin (Song et al., 2011). 
Alternatively, hybridization may result in adaptive introgression by increasing genetic diversity 
in the hybridizing species, creating novel genetic combinations within the recipient species upon 
which selection can then act. In particular, this process is thought to play an important role in 
generating diversity during the early stages of adaptive radiation (Seehausen, 2004). In this mode 
of adaptive introgression, the introgressed haplotype is not adaptive in the source species but is 
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adaptive in the new genetic background of the recipient species. Thus, the adaptations in the 
recipient species may not necessarily predispose it to becoming more adapted to the environment 
of the source species. In both routes to adaptive introgression, the introgressed haplotype will be 
adaptive in the recipient species (i.e. confer some type of fitness advantage) and there will be 
evidence that the haplotype originated from the other species, but a key difference for 
distinguishing between the two routes in potential cases of adaptive introgression is whether the 
haplotype is adaptive in the source species itself.  
Distinguishing between the two routes of adaptive introgression could help identify 
whether there are patterns in what traits tend to follow which route and what genetic structures 
are more likely to follow which route (i.e. large versus small effect alleles, single locus traits 
versus polygenic traits). Thus, in cases where a haplotype is known to be the result of 
introgression and potentially adaptive in the recipient species it is essential to determine whether 
it is also adaptive in the source species. Here, we look for a fitness effect in the source species of 
an introgressed haplotype that is associated with a range expansion of the recipient species into 
shared habitat. 
Previous work has identified an introgressed haplotype (specifically a microsatellite 
allele) that was transferred from the spadefoot toad Spea multiplicata (Mexican spadefoot) to its 
congener, Spea bombifrons (Plains spadefoot), in the Texas Panhandle and is subsequently 
associated with a range expansion of S. bombifrons south and west into more arid, desert habitat 
(Pierce et al., 2017). The environment in which S. multiplicata is found in allopatry is warmer 
and drier than S. bombifrons allopatry, and the sympatric region where S. bombifrons expanded 
its range to the south and west is even more arid than S. multiplicata allopatric habitat (Chunco et 
al., 2012). The introgressed haplotype shows its highest frequencies in S. bombifrons populations 
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in Texas and spreads southwest with the range expansion, but does not spread northward into 
allopatric S. bombifrons populations that occur in cooler, wetter habitat (Pierce et al., 2017). We 
hypothesized that this haplotype may confer a fitness advantage associated with life in more arid 
habitat and thus facilitated the range expansion of S. bombifrons via adaptive introgression. Here, 
we aim to distinguish between the routes of adaptive introgression discussed above by 
determining whether the haplotype is adaptive in the source species, S. multiplicata. Specifically, 
we ask whether this haplotype is associated with fitness advantages in tadpole development or 
growth, as these are key life history adaptations for desert-dwelling amphibians that must reach 
metamorphosis before the ephemeral ponds in which they develop become dry. 
 
Materials and Methods  
Study system 
The ranges of S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata overlap throughout much of the 
southwestern United States (Fig 1.1). Both species breed in ephemeral ponds, and in ponds 
where they co-occur, they sometimes hybridize (Simovich, 1985, Pfennig & Simovich, 2002). 
This hybridization is driven by facultative mate choice on the part of S. bombifrons females; S. 
bombifrons tadpoles develop more slowly than S. multiplicata tadpoles, and in the ephemeral 
ponds where they develop, reaching metamorphosis before the ponds dry is key to survival 
(Pfennig, 2007). In larger, deeper, longer-lasting ponds, females of both species prefer to mate 
with conspecific males, but in smaller, shallower, more rapidly-drying ponds, some S. 
bombifrons females switch their preference and instead prefer to mate with S. multiplicata males. 
The resulting hybrid tadpoles have an intermediate development time and can thus escape the 
ponds faster than pure S. bombifrons tadpoles would (Pfennig & Simovich, 2002). Although F1 
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hybrid males are sterile (Wunsch & Pfennig, 2013) and F1 hybrid females have reduced 
fecundity, these costs seem to be outweighed by the fact that some fertile F1 females reach 
metamorphosis and survive to reproductive maturity in ponds where pure S. bombifrons may fail 
to reach metamorphosis before ponds dry, resulting in death. 
This facultative hybridization provides an opportunity for the transfer of genetic material 
between the species, and indeed, we do see backcrossed individuals in the wild. A recent study 
using microsatellite loci found evidence of asymmetrical introgression of S. bombifrons 
haplotypes into S. multiplicata individuals in Arizona sympatry and of S. multiplicata haplotypes 
into S. bombifrons individuals in Texas sympatry (Pierce et al., 2017). In particular, Pierce et al 
identified a specific allele of the SpeaC7 locus that appears to have been transferred from S. 
multiplicata to S. bombifrons in the Texas panhandle and subsequently spread south-west in S. 
bombifrons populations. This southwestern region of sympatry into which S. bombifrons 
expanded encompasses drier and warmer habitat than allopatry for both S. multiplicata and S. 
bombifrons, but is more similar to S. multiplicata allopatry (Chunco et al., 2012). Phenotypes 
that confer higher fitness in this more arid environment for these amphibians may involve more 
rapid development of tadpoles to metamorphosis, allowing them to escape rapidly drying ponds 
faster. We evaluated whether the introgressed haplotype predicted any aspect of tadpole 
development in the source species, S. multiplicata. Doing so is a first step to determining 
whether this haplotype may be involved in adaptive introgression facilitating the range expansion 






Wild tadpoles of S. multiplicata were collected from random locations within ponds in 
Arizona, sacrificed with an overdose of MS-222, preserved in 70% ethanol, and transported back 
to the University of North Carolina for analysis. We sampled 127 tadpoles from 8 populations 
(Table 3.1). 
For the laboratory common garden experiment, wild-caught S. multiplicata males and S. 
multiplicata females were bred in the lab. Males and females were both injected with 0.07mL of 
0.01g/L luteinizing hormone to induce breeding, then placed in pairs in water-filled tanks 
overnight to mate. Tanks were provided thin plastic tubing for females to use as a substrate for 
egg-laying. After breeding, the males and females were removed from the tanks, and a bubbler 
was inserted to provide the eggs with oxygen. Hatching began 2-3 days post-laying, at which 
point tadpoles were transferred to individual containers. Individually-housed tadpoles were given 
crushed cichlid food ad lib for ten days, and water in the containers was changed regularly (thus 
mimicking a pond that was not rapidly drying or accumulating detritus). On the tenth day, 
tadpoles were sacrificed with an overdose of MS-222 and preserved in 70% ethanol; 69 tadpoles 
from 8 families survived to the tenth day (Table 3.2). 
 
Tadpole measurements 
Anuran larval development is measured with a stage system known as Gosner stage (GS), 
which involves generalized stages of embryonic and larval development from fertilization 
through gill and limb development to adulthood (Gosner, 1960). We measured GS for each 
tadpole under a dissecting microscope. To control for the differing ages of tadpoles in our wild 
populations and the effect of shared ancestry within families in our laboratory-bred tadpoles, we 
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needed to make an adjustment to our GS measurements. In addition to collecting the wild 
tadpoles at different ages (number of days post-hatching), Spea tadpoles can plastically alter their 
developmental rate given environmental conditions, speeding up the process if the pond is 
rapidly drying (Pfennig, 1992). Consequently, we could not simply adjust GS for age. Instead, 
we transformed GS for each tadpole into a Z-score of GS within sampling population. This 
accounted for different environmental factors and ages at the different ponds. Even though all 
laboratory-raised tadpoles were collected on the tenth day, the shared ancestry of tadpoles within 
a family could have a large effect on development (a highly polygenic trait). Additionally, 
different families started to hatch at different times, so the tenth day may not be the same post-
hatching age for all families. Thus, we performed the same GS adjustment for the laboratory 
tadpoles. All subsequent analyses use the Z-score of GS within either population (for wild 
tadpoles) or family (for laboratory tadpoles). 
We also measured snout-vent length (SVL) and mass for each tadpole, and calculated 
individual condition as the residuals of a cubic regression of SVL on mass. Subsequent analyses 




DNA was extracted from tadpole tail muscle using the Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue 
spin column protocol. The microsatellite locus SpeaC7 was amplified according to a protocol by 
Van Den Bussche et al. (2009), using one fluorescently tagged primer and another un-tagged 
primer. Amplification was visually verified via gel electrophoresis and the amplification 
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products were sent to Eton Biosciences for fragment length analysis. Fragment length peaks were 
called using the PeakScanner 2.0 software (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
 
Statistical analyses 
We examined the effect of the SpeaC7 233 haplotype on development in three ways. 
First, we tested whether presence of the haplotype had an effect on the Z-score of GS. In wild 
tadpoles, we used a Wilcoxon rank sum test to compare the Z-score of GS for tadpoles with and 
without the 233 haplotype. In laboratory-bred populations, we used a linear mixed model with a 
fixed effect of the 233 haplotype and a random effect of family to model the response of GS Z-
score. We did this to again account for the close shared ancestry of tadpoles within families. We 
then performed an ANOVA with Wald Type II Chi-Square test to determine the effect of the 233 
haplotype. 
 Our second measure of development was individual condition. It is possible that rather 
than speeding the transition between developmental stages, the haplotype may result in larger 
tadpoles. We used the same statistical methods to assess the effect of the 233 haplotype on 
condition that we used above for GS. 
 Lastly, another potential developmental advantage would be greater condition given GS. 
This would provide individuals with more resource stores when they completed metamorphosis. 
To analyze this, we used a linear mixed model of condition with Z-score of GS and SpeaC7 
haplotype as fixed effects and either population (for wild tadpoles) or family (for laboratory-
raised tadpoles) as a random effect. We performed Type II Wald Chi-Square tests to determine 
the significance of the fixed effects. 
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 All analyses were performed with the statistical software R (R Core Team, 2018) and 




When we analyzed all populations of wild tadpoles together, there was no effect of the 
SpeaC7 haplotype state on either GS (Wilcoxon rank sum P = 0.667, Fig 3.1A) or condition 
(Wilcoxon rank sum P = 0.436, Fig. 3.1B). There was also no effect of the haplotype on 
condition given GS (Type II Wald X2 P = 0.127, Fig 3.2). However, S. bombifrons was 
historically present in some of our populations, so it is possible that in those populations that 
were historically syntopic locations (Table 3.1), some tadpoles may carry S. bombifrons genetic 
variants. Because S. bombifrons tadpoles overall have a slower development time and 
development is known to be polygenic, introgression with S. bombifrons would tend to decrease 
developmental rate. This may confound our analysis of the effect of this specific haplotype on 
development. In order to account for this, we separated the wild tadpoles into those that came 
from historically syntopic populations and those from known historically allotopic populations 
(those without evidence of historical S. bombifrons presence, Table 3.1). 
 Indeed, in our historically syntopic populations, we again found no evidence of an effect 
of the SpeaC7 haplotype state on GS (Wilcoxon P = 0.354, Fig 3.3A), condition (Wilcoxon P = 
0.624, Fig 3.3B), or condition given GS (Type II Wald X2 P = 0.511, Fig. 3.4). In fact, we 
discovered a non-significant, weakly negative effect of GS on condition in these syntopic 
tadpoles, suggesting that they decrease in condition as they develop (Type II Wald X2 P = 0.0657, 
Fig. 3.4). 
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 In our allotopic populations, we still found no evidence of an effect of SpeaC7 haplotype 
state on GS (Wilcoxon P = 0.762, Fig 3.5A) or condition (Wilcoxon P = 0.408, Fig. 3.5B) alone. 
However, we found a marginally non-significant positive effect of the SpeaC7 haplotype state on 
condition given GS (Type II Wald X2 P = 0.0662, Fig. 3.6), suggesting that those tadpoles with 
the 233 haplotype are in better condition given their developmental stage. 
 
Laboratory common garden 
In our laboratory tadpoles, there was again no effect of haplotype presence on GS (Type 
II Wald X2 P = 0.5989, Fig. 3.7A) or condition (Type II Wald X2 P = 0.8425, Fig. 3.7B). There 




Overall, for the particular traits we measured, we found little evidence that the 
introgressed haplotype (SpeaC7 233) is adaptive in the source species, Spea multiplicata. In our 
wild-caught tadpoles, there was a marginal, but not significant, effect of the haplotype on 
development: individuals with the haplotype were of slightly higher condition given their 
developmental stage than those without the haplotype (Fig. 3.6). Higher condition going into 
metamorphosis would likely provide the tadpoles (and subsequently the metamorphs) with 
higher energy reserves and a better chance at survival. However, this was the only evidence we 
discovered of a developmental advantage of the haplotype. Given these findings, it is unlikely 
that the introgression of this haplotype into S. bombifrons is a case in which adaptive 
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introgression has resulted via the transfer of a haplotype that was already adaptive for the traits 
we measured in S. multiplicata.  
This is somewhat surprising, given that the haplotype is associated with expansion of S. 
bombifrons into habitat that is a more extreme version of the arid habitat to which S. multiplicata 
is already adapted (Chunco et al., 2012). Other examples of range expansion facilitated by 
adaptive introgression have often involved haplotypes that were adaptive in the source species, 
such as the transfer of the 2La chromosome inversion between Anopheles arabiensis and A. 
gambiae conferring adaptation to an arid climate and range expansion beyond sub-Saharan 
Africa (Besansky et al., 2003, Sharakhov et al., 2006). However, these examples may be easier to 
recognize as cases of adaptive introgression because of the shared adaptation between the source 
and recipient species; if a haplotype is only adaptive in the recipient species, it may not be 
apparent that the haplotype is the result of introgression from another species, particularly 
because detecting introgression itself is no easy task (Taylor & Larson, 2019). Additionally, the 
trait we investigated here, development, is known to be highly polygenic (Mather, 1943, 
Handrigan & Wassersug, 2007), so there may be many other loci in S. multiplicata beyond this 
haplotype contributing to adaptation to an arid environment. The polygenic nature of 
development could reduce our power to detect an effect on development of a single haplotype. 
Additionally, the small sample sizes for both the wild and laboratory experiments in this study 
reduce our power to detect an effect.  
The next step in investigating this potential case of adaptive introgression is to perform 
similar analyses on S. bombifrons tadpoles. This would distinguish whether or not the 
introgressed haplotype is actually adaptive in the recipient species and potentially facilitated a 
range expansion subsequent to its introgression. If it were found to be adaptive in S. bombifrons, 
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that, in concert with the results shown here, would suggest that introgression facilitated range 
expansion via increasing genetic diversity in S. bombifrons for selection to act upon. It is also 
interesting to note that the haplotype frequency pattern found in Pierce et al (2017) suggests that 
this this allele did not sweep to fixation in S. bombifrons as it expanded southward. While this 
haplotype is maintained in the expanded range, its frequency in S. bombifrons decreases with 
distance from the Texas Panhandle. Again, development is highly polygenic (Mather, 1943, 
Handrigan & Wassersug, 2007), so this introgressed haplotype may have been just part of a suite 
of loci allowing S. bombifrons to adapt to a more arid environment, and as populations expanded, 
they developed more and more adaptations at different loci, meaning there is not a very strong 
signal in any single locus. Additionally, ongoing hybridization between S. bombifrons and S. 
multiplicata may play a role in determining the selective advantage of this haplotype. It is 
already clear that hybridization impacts development time, allowing F1 tadpoles to develop faster 
than pure S. bombifrons tadpoles (Pfennig & Simovich, 2002, Pfennig, 2007). This advantage 
could affect the strength of selection for the SpeaC7 233 haplotype: the introgressed haplotype 
may not have swept because generating F1 offspring confers a greater selective advantage than 
having the introgressed haplotype alone.  
One limitation to the design of the common garden experiment that may have affected 
our ability to detect a fitness advantage of this haplotype in S. multiplicata is that water in the 
individual tadpole containers was refreshed and kept at a constant level throughout the 
experiment. In the wild, ponds naturally dry during development, and tadpoles are able to adjust 
their development based on the rate of drying (Pfennig, 1992, Pfennig & Simovich, 2002). It is 
possible that without the signal of a drying environment, the laboratory tadpoles did not develop 
in the way they normally would in the wild. If the introgressed haplotype has an effect on a 
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plastic developmental response, then we would not be able to uncover it in this experiment. A 
similar laboratory experiment that allows for drying might be able to determine whether or not 
this is the case, and this should be incorporated into any future experiments regarding the effect 
of this haplotype in S. bombifrons tadpoles. 
Hybridization and introgression have become increasingly recognized as important 
factors in many evolutionary processes, including adaptation (Arnold, 1997, Seehausen, 2004, 
Arnold et al., 2012, Abbott et al., 2013, Taylor & Larson, 2019). As we identify more instances 
of adaptive introgression, distinguishing between the routes to adaptive introgression is key to 
understanding what types of traits and what genetic architectures are involved (Hedrick, 2013, 
Hamilton & Miller, 2016, Taylor & Larson, 2019). This study suggests that even when an 
introgressed haplotype is associated with expansion of the recipient into a similar selective 





Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 3.1 No effect of SpeaC7 233 haplotype state on (A) Gosner stage (GS) and (B) condition 
of all wild S. multiplicata tadpoles. Wilcoxon rank sum tests (two-sided) for both were non-
significant. 
 
Figure 3.2 No effect of SpeaC7 233 haplotype state on condition given Gosner stage (GS) in all 
wild-caught S. multiplicata tadpoles. Lines show model estimates, and shaded areas indicate 
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Figure 3.3 No effect of SpeaC7 haplotype state on (A) Gosner stage (GS) and (B) condition in 
historically allotopic populations of wild-caught S. multiplicata tadpoles. Wilcoxon rank sum 
tests  (two-sided) for both were non-significant. 
 
Figure 3.4 Effect of SpeaC7 haplotype state on condition given Gosner stage (GS) in historically 
allotopic populations of wild-caught S. multiplicata tadpoles. Presence of the SpeaC7 233 
haplotype is marginally significantly associated with a higher condition given GS. Lines show 
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Figure 3.5 Effect of SpeaC7 haplotype state on (A) Gosner stage (GS) and (B) condition of 
historically syntopic populations of wild-caught S. multiplicata tadpoles. Wilcoxon rank sum 
tests of both were non-significant. 
 
Figure 3.6 No effect of SpeaC7 haplotype state on condition given Gosner stage (GS) in 
historically syntopic populations of wild-caught S. multiplicata tadpoles. Haplotype does not 
significantly affect the relationship between condition and GS. Lines show model estimates, and 
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Figure 3.7 No effect of SpeaC7 233 haplotype on (A) Gosner stage (GS) or (B) condition of 
laboratory-raised tadpoles of S. multiplicata. 
 
Figure 3.8 No effect of haplotype presence on condition given Gosner stage (GS) in laboratory-














































Table 3.1 Population locations and sampling information for wild-caught tadpoles of S. 
multiplicata. For topy, A indicates populations that are currently and have historically been 
allotopic. HS indicates populations that are currently allotopic, but show evidence of being 
historically syntopic. 




AVA Ranch 14 8 (0.57) A 31.929028 109.145889 
Bull Pond 18 9 (0.50) A 31.885183 109.098533 
Figure 8 18 9 (0.50) A 31.931917 109.087500 
Pampas Grass 20 10 (0.50) A 31.983469 109.151097 
Peach Orchard 2 C  20 8 (0.40) HS 31.913733 109.083483 
Peach Orchard 2 N 14 7 (0.50) HS 31.942333 109.083550 
Peach Orchard 2 S 18 10 (0.56) HS 31.913533 109.083467 
Rock Tank 5 1 (0.20) A 31.944783 109.117333 
Total 127 62 (0.49)  -- -- 
 
Table 3.2 Family information for laboratory-bred tadpoles of S. multiplicata.  
Family N Npresent (f) Mom Population Dad Population 
1 3 3 (1) Pampas Grass Pampas Grass 
2 5 3 (0.60) Crater Crater 
4 7 3 (0.43) Crater Crater 
5 9 9 (1) Portal Portal 
9 16 7 (0.44) Portal Foothills to Portal 
10 7 0 (0) Pampas Grass Pampas Grass 
11 2 2 (1) Crater Crater 
15 20 0 (0) Pampas Grass Pampas Grass 






CHAPTER IV: CRYPTIC MITOCHONDRIAL DIVERSITY WITHIN SPEA 




The role of hybridization (interbreeding between distinct evolutionary lineages) in 
evolution has received increasing interest over the past decades as evolutionary biologists have 
recognized that hybridization is not uniformly detrimental to the species involved. Studies have 
shown that the impact of hybridization can range from local extirpation or extinction (Taylor et 
al., 2006) to contributing to the generation of diversity (Seehausen, 2004, Abbott et al., 2013, 
Kagawa & Takimoto, 2018) and the transfer of adaptations between species via introgression 
(Kim & Rieseberg, 1999, Whitney et al., 2006, Whitney et al., 2010, Rieseberg, 2011, Song et 
al., 2011, Pardo-Diaz et al., 2012, Hedrick, 2013, Jeong et al., 2014, Hamilton & Miller, 2016). 
Additionally, the outcomes of hybridization between the same two species, such as the extent 
and direction of introgression, can vary geographically, either across clines or between disjunct 
areas of contact (Stutz & Thomas, 1964, Watano et al., 2004, Duvernell et al., 2007, Aboim et 
al., 2010, Lemmon & Juenger, 2017). Among other factors, population genetic structure within 
the hybridizing species may influence differential patterns of introgression. If there is substantial 
genetic divergence within a species, and different hybrid zones sample across this divergence, 
there may subsequently be differences in the intrinsic incompatibilities in first-generation hybrid 
(F1) individuals. These incompatibilities may in turn influence which F1 offspring survive and 
mate (and with whom), which could lead to different patterns of introgression. Indeed, cryptic 
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genetic diversity (diversity that is not morphologically apparent) has been found to contribute to 
patterns of introgression in multiple hybridizing systems (Bryson et al., 2010, Ladner & Palumbi, 
2012, Haines et al., 2014, Chattopadhyay et al., 2016). Additionally, population genetic structure 
within a species may be a result of extrinsic differences, such as selection for different local 
environments, leading hybrids generated from environmentally distinct populations to have 
different combinations of traits, which could impact survival and mating, and in turn influence 
patterns of introgression. Thus, characterizing the genetic diversity within hybridizing species is 
critical to interpreting and understanding patterns of introgression.  
 The spadefoot toads Spea bombifrons and Spea multiplicata are known to occasionally 
hybridize in the wild where they co-occur in ephemeral desert ponds (Simovich, 1985). This 
hybridization is driven by facultative mate choice on the part of S. bombifrons females: in certain 
environmental conditions (very shallow, rapidly-drying ponds), S. bombifrons females benefit 
from mating with S. multiplicata males because F1 hybrid tadpoles reach metamorphosis faster 
than pure S. bombifrons tadpoles and thus have a better chance of escaping ponds before drying 
(Pfennig & Simovich, 2002, Pfennig, 2007). These two species co-occur throughout much of the 
desert Southwest of the US, from the panhandle of Texas through New Mexico and Arizona (Fig 
4.1). Previous work has found evidence of geographic variation in the introgression of 
microsatellite haplotypes between these species: in Texas, S. multiplicata haplotypes appear 
introgressed into S. bombifrons backgrounds, and in the San Simon Valley on the border of 
Arizona and New Mexico, S. bombifrons haplotypes appear introgressed into S. multiplicata 
backgrounds (Pierce et al., 2017). This same microsatellite data also shows that populations 
within both species group based on geography—Texas populations of both S. multiplicata and S. 
bombifrons contain different haplotypes than their Arizona/New Mexico counterparts. It is worth 
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noting that microsatellite markers are often chosen for analyses specifically because of their 
rapid evolution (they are often used in paternity assignment because of this, such as in Ng et al. 
(2013)) and presumed neutrality (but see Kashi & King, 2006), thus the genetic structure 
revealed by these markers may not be indicative of deep or pervasive genetic divergence within a 
species. However, in the case of S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata, there are additional lines of 
evidence to suggest divergence within both species between the same general geographic areas.  
 Male call characteristics of both species vary, particularly in call rate (calls per minute), 
with both species having relatively faster calls in Arizona and western New Mexico and 
relatively slower calls in Texas (O’Brien, 2018). The magnitude of this call variation is much 
larger in S. bombifrons and involves multiple additional call characteristics, whereas S. 
multiplicata calls only differ significantly in call rate. Females of both species use male calls to 
assess potential mate quality before choosing a mate, thus these differences in male call 
characteristics may affect mating between species in addition to affecting mating within species. 
Indeed, there is evidence for the impact of call rate on F1 female mate choice (Schmidt & 
Pfennig, 2016) and of pulse rate (another call characteristic) on S. bombifrons female choice 
when assessing S. multiplicata males (Chen & Pfennig, 2020). In addition to this behavioral 
divergence, there is also limited evidence that fertility costs in F1 offspring may vary. F1 males 
that are the offspring of S. bombifrons females and S. multiplicata males from Arizona and 
western New Mexico are sterile (Wunsch & Pfennig, 2013), and F1 females have reduced 
fecundity (Simovich, 1985, Simovich et al., 1991). However, a separate study of laboratory-
raised F1 offspring found no loss of fertility in males (Forester, 1975). Female F1s from the same 
experiment did not reach sexual maturity before the conclusion of the study. The geographic 
origin of the parents for these offspring is not explicitly stated in the study, but based on the 
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author’s previous work, it is suspected that the parents were from Texas populations. This could 
potentially indicate different intrinsic incompatibilities between S. bombifrons and S. 
multiplicata genomes in Texas and divergent S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata genomes in 
Arizona and western New Mexico.    
Here, we aim to examine two other potential axes of variation within S. bombifrons and 
S. multiplicata populations that may contribute to the differing patterns of introgression between 
Texas and Arizona/western New Mexico sympatry. First, we investigate whether there is genetic 
divergence in coding sequence within both species using the mitochondrial gene cytochrome b 
(cyt b). Then, we ask whether the deep genetic divergence we uncover within S. multiplicata (see 
Results) is indicative of previously unrecognized divergence in morphology.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Cytochrome b sampling, sequencing, phylogeography, and divergence time analysis 
We chose the mitochondrial gene cytochrome b for sequence analysis because of the 
existence of ready available sequences from S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata from a previous 
study examining the range expansion of S. bombifrons into the desert southwest (Rice & Pfennig, 
2008). This study found very shallow divergence within S. bombifrons populations (consistent 
with a recent, rapid range expansion), but lacked sampling across much of New Mexico. Both 
male call data (O’Brien, 2018) and microsatellite introgression patterns (Pierce et al., 2017) 
suggest that the boundary between the two potentially divergent regions of both species lies 
somewhere within New Mexico, so we targeted sequencing additional S. bombifrons specimens 
across New Mexico to cover this gap. Additionally, Rice and Pfennig (2008) focused geographic 
sampling on S. bombifrons populations and only sequenced S. multiplicata populations from a 
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small area in southeastern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico, so we also targeted 
sequencing S. multiplicata across the rest of its range in the United States. We also included S. 
bombifrons individuals from a south-Texas population that may be geographically isolated from 
much of the rest of the S. bombifrons range (Fig. 4.1). 
Toe clips, liver, or leg muscle tissue were used for adult tissue samples. Tail tissue was 
taken from tadpoles. Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue kits were used to extract DNA. 
Cytochrome b primers for Spea and polymerase chain reaction amplification followed the 
protocol described by Pfennig et al. (2012). Amplification of cyt b was confirmed via gel 
electrophoresis before samples were sent to Eton Biosciences for single-end sequencing.  
 Sequences were trimmed in Sequencher using default parameters. Post-trimming, 
sequences under 150bp or under 85% quality were discarded, resulting in a total of 221 new 
sequences (Fig. 4.2, Appendix I, Table A1). The remaining sequences were then combined with 
all available Spea cytB sequences from NCBI as well as all available Scaphiopus cytB sequences 
(Scaphiopus is the sister genera of Spea), a total of 98 sequences (Fig. 4.2, Appendix I, Table 
A2). Whole mitochondrial sequence of Pelobates culprites was used as an outgroup (Appendix I, 
Table A2), and all sequences were aligned in Mafft (Katoh & Standley, 2013) with default 
parameters, except for (1) allowing for sequences to be in different directions and (2) increasing 
the gap open penalty to 10. The alignment was checked in Geneious to ensure that all sequences 
were aligned within the known coding region of the P. culprites cyt b sequence. The excess 
sequence from the full mitochondrial genome of P. culprites on either side of cyt b was trimmed 
in the program Mesquite (Maddison & Maddison, 2001) to start and end with the next-furthest 5’ 
and 3’ sequence ends, resulting in an alignment length of 1119bp for 320 taxa. 
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 The aligned sequences were run through PartitionFinder (Lanfear et al., 2012, Lanfear et 
al., 2017) to identify the best models of sequence evolution for the three codon positions. 
PartitionFinder identified two partitions: one containing the first and second codon positions (a 
total of 746bp) and a second containing the third codon position (a total of 373bp). It also 
identified TrN (Tamura & Nei, 1993) as the best substitution model with a Gamma distribution 
of base frequencies as the best model for the first partition and a TVM substitution model with a 
Gamma distribution of base frequencies as the best model for the second partition. Both TrN and 
TVM models have unequal base frequencies, and the TrN model includes three substitution 
rates, one for transversions between purines (A and G) and pyrimidines (T and C), one for 
transitions between purines, and one for transitions between pyrimidines (Tamura & Nei, 1993), 
while the TVM model also includes three substitution rates, but those include two transversion 
rates and equal transition rates. However, in MrBayes, the phylogenetics software used for 
building our tree, both TrN and TVM are best approximated by a general time reversible (GTR) 
model that has unequal base frequencies and a symmetrical substitution matrix, with two rates 
for transversions and two rates for transitions (Tavaré, 1986). Thus, we set the model for both 
partitions in MrBayes to GTR+G (lset nst=6 rates=gamma). Our MrBayes analyses included four 
chains with a temperature of 0.025 that were run for 100 million MCMC generations, with 
sampling every 5000 generations and a burn-in of 25% of the sampled trees. Default priors were 
used except for branch lengths were unconstrained with an exponential (100) prior. Four 
independent runs of this MrBayes analysis were performed and their output combined. MrBayes 
analyses were run (with the Beagle library) on the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al., 
2010). The resulting consensus tree was visualized in FigTree v1.4.2 (Rambaut, 2014). 
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 We then used the program BEAUti to set up a BEAST analysis to estimate divergence 
times between sequences (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007, Drummond et al., 2012, Bouckaert et 
al., 2014, Bouckaert et al., 2019). We again split the alignment into two partitions, one consisting 
of the first and second codon positions and the second partition consisting of the third codon 
positions. We unlinked the site models for these partitions and used a GTR + Gamma model for 
both partitions, the same model we used in the MrBayes analysis. For both partitions, we used an 
exponential prior for the Gamma distributions with a mean of 1. All transition and transversion 
rate priors were set to a Gamma distribution with an alpha of 2 and a beta of 0.25. We linked the 
clock models for the two partitions and used a strict molecular clock with a Gamma prior with an 
alpha of 0.001 and a beta of 1000. We also linked the tree models for the two partitions and used 
a calibrated Yule model (Yule, 1924, Heled & Drummond, 2012) as our tree prior with a Gamma 
distributed birth rate prior with an alpha of 0.001 and a beta of 1000. We then used two 
divergence estimates from previous studies to help calibrate our analysis. First, we used an 
estimate of 145.7 million years before present (mybp) for the split between Pelobates and 
Scaphiopodidae (lognormal prior with a standard deviation of 0.165), based on a study that used 
mitochondrial genome sequences with five fossil calibrations to estimate divergence times across 
anurans (Zhang et al., 2013). From the same study, we also used an estimate of 44.3mybp for the 
split between Scaphiopus and Spea (lognormal prior with a standard deviation of 0.42 and forced 
monophyly of Scaphiopodidae). We ran the BEAST analysis on the CIPRES Science Gateway 
(Miller et al., 2010) for 50 million MCMC generations, sampling trees every 10,000 generation 
and discarding the first 25% as burn-in. The summary tree was built from the 3750 post-burn-in 
trees using the program TreeAnnotator (Bouckaert et al., 2019) and was visualized in FigTree 
v1.4.2 (Rambaut, 2014). 
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S. multiplicata morphological analysis 
Based upon identifying two clades within S. multiplicata that diverged over 10mybp (see 
Results, Fig. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, A1) but no significant structure within S. bombifrons sequences (Fig. 
4.2, 4.4, A1), we performed morphological analyses only on S. multiplicata, choosing specimens 
from geographical locations that aligned with the two clades identified in the phylogeographic 
analysis (Fig. 4.3). We chose 14 standard measurements for anurans: snout-vent length (SVL), 
head length (HDL), head width (HDW), snout length (SNT), eye width (EYE), tympanum 
horizontal diameter (TMPH), tympanum vertical diameter (TMPV), interorbital distance (IOD), 
internasal distance (IND), shank length (SHK), thigh length (TGH), forearm length (LAL), 
manus length (HND), and foot length (FTL). We also measured two spadefoot-specific 
characters: width (SPW) and depth (SPD) of the spades located on the hind feet that are used to 
dig into substrate. A total of 124 adult toads from the Pfennig lab collections, the North Carolina 
Museum of Natural Sciences collections, and the Carnegie Museum of Natural History 
collections were measured; 82 toads (53 male, 29 female) were from the West clade and 42 toads 
(17 male, 25 female) were from the East clade (Table A3).  
 All other morphological measurements were adjusted based on body size, using SVL as 
the body size measurement (Thorpe, 1975, Thorpe, 1983). Briefly, for an individual character, C, 
Cadj = Craw – (coefC~SVL * (SVL – avgSVL)). For all subsequent analyses, the adjusted 
measurements are used and SVL itself is excluded.  
We performed a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on the adjusted measurements with 
clade as the response variable using the MASS package in R (Venables & Ripley, 2002, R Core 
Team, 2018). When there are two groups for the response variable, as there are here for S. 
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multiplicata clade, LDA reduces multiple continuous predictor variables to a single continuous 
axis (linear discriminant or LD) that maximizes the difference between the two groups. This 
analysis allowed us to identify the morphological traits that contribute the most to the differences 
between the two clades based off the discriminant coefficients (or scaling) of each variable. After 
reducing our morphological traits to a single LD axis, we performed an analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) of the LD values with clade, sex, and their interaction as predictors to assess whether 
sex or the interaction between sex and clade accounted for a significant amount of the variation 
remaining in morphology after accounting for differences between the clades. 
 Based on the LD coefficients of the morphological traits, we further investigated clade 
differences in three pairwise relationships between traits: snout length (SNT) given head length 
(HDL), spade depth (SPD) given spade width (SPW), and vertical tympanum diameter (TMPV) 
given horizontal tympanum diameter (TMPH). For the first two pairs of traits, one trait (SNT and 
SPD, respectively) loaded negatively on the LD axis, meaning it was larger in S. multiplicata 
from the East clade, while the other trait (HDL and SPW, respectively) loaded positively on the 
LD axis, meaning it was larger in S. multiplicata from the West clade (Fig. 4.5, Table 4.2). In 
particular, snout length relative to head size appeared to differ qualitatively when first examining 
the specimens, and may serve as a rough visual indicator of clade membership if statistical 
analysis supports this difference. As for the spade measurements, differences in spade area may 
suggest functional differences for digging in substrates of different compositions. While the two 
tympanum traits did not load in opposite directions on the LD axis, the tympanum is involved in 
processing auditory signals and tympana of different sizes are tuned to different frequency 
sounds (Fox, 1995), therefore we hypothesized there may be a difference in tympanum size for 
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the two clades given the previously identified differences in male call characteristics for these 
regions (O’Brien, 2018).  
 For each trait pair, we performed a standardized major axis regression, which allows for 
uncertainty in the values for both the x and y axes and is thus commonly used for allometry 
(Warton et al., 2012). We used the body-sized adjusted measurements for each trait, and tested 
for differences in slope, shift, and elevation (in that order) of the regression between the clades. 
 
Results 
Phylogeography and divergence time estimates 
After 100 million MCMC generations, the average standard deviation of split frequencies 
for the four MrBayes runs was 0.007584, mean ESS for all parameters was >200, and PSRF for 
all parameters was 1.00, indicating adequate mixing of chains and convergence of the runs. 
We found no evidence to support a genetic split in cyt b sequences among S. bombifrons 
populations from across their entire range (Fig. 4.2, Appendix I Fig. A1A-C). Surprisingly, this 
included the sequences from the isolated south-Texas population of S. bombifrons (asterisks in 
Fig. A1B). This suggests that this was not an independent colonization, as a founder effect would 
likely lead to members of this population grouping together. However, the five available samples 
from this region may be too few to definitively determine this. 
 In S. multiplicata, we identified two main clades that group geographically, and we will 
refer to them as the East clade (comprising populations from the Texas panhandle and Colorado 
Figs. 4.2 and 4.3) and the West clade (comprising populations from western New Mexico and 
Arizona, Figs. 4.2, 4.3, A1D). Two other sequences, one from south-central New Mexico 
(population “MU”) and one from southern Mexico (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3), were more closely related 
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to the East clade, but both sequences were the only S. multiplicata from their respective 
populations, thus we cannot draw definitive conclusions about their status from this analysis.  
 A few of our sequences (eight total) that were initially identified as coming from S. 
multiplicata samples were grouped within the S. bombifrons clade in our MrBayes analysis (plus 
signs in Fig. A1B-C). The most likely explanation is that these specimens had genotyped 
previously as S. multiplicata at nuclear loci, but were backcrossed individuals that contained S. 
bombifrons mitochondrial DNA. 
 The tree that resulted from our BEAST divergence time analysis differed in its placement 
of the lone Mexican sample from S. multiplicata (Fig. 4.4), but the larger clades were consistent 
with the MrBayes results. Our mean node age estimate of 77.68 mybp (95% CI 51.81 – 108.77, 
Fig. 4.4, Table 4.1) for the split between Spea and Scaphiopus is higher than the estimate we 
used for calibration (44.3 mybp), but falls within the 95% credible interval from that study (14 - 
89 mybp, Zhang et al., 2013), thus we have confidence in the estimates we present here. Notably, 
we found that the East and West clades of S. multiplicata have a mean divergence time estimate 
of 17.74 mybp (95% CI 10.64 – 25.79, Fig. 4.4, Table 4.1), which is older than the mean 
divergence time estimate of 14.46 mybp (95% CI 8.05 – 20.53, Figure 4.4, Table 4.1) between 
the two recognized species S. bombifrons and S. hammondii. In fact, the two S. multiplicata 
clades are estimated to be approximately half the age of the split between the ancestors of S. 
bombifrons/S. hammondii and S. multiplicata, which diverged 34.40 mybp (95% CI 22.76 – 
47.39 mybp, Fig. 4.4, Table 4.1). 
 
S. multiplicata morphology 
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Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) of S. multiplicata morphological traits showed that 
the two clades are distinguishable based on morphology (Figs. 4.5, A2, Tables 4.2 and 4.3). 
Clade of origin accounted for a significant amount of variation in the linear discriminant axis (df 
=1, F = 80.745, P < 0.0001, Fig. 4.5, Table 4.3). Snout length and spade depth had the highest 
coefficients in the direction of the East clade (indicating larger values in that group, Table 4.2), 
which spade width had the highest coefficient in the direction of the West clade (Table 4.2). 
Consistent with morphological differences between the sexes in other anurans (Monnet & 
Cherry, 2002), a follow-up ANOVA of LD1 values indicated sex of the toad additionally 
accounts for a significant amount of variation (df = 1, F = 5.359, P = 0.0236, Table 4.3, Figs. A3, 
A4), after accounting for clade of origin.  
 An examination of LD1 trait coefficients indicated two pairs of traits that might be useful 
for distinguishing between the clades, so we performed standardized major axis (SMA) 
regressions on those trait pairs. Consistent with qualitative observations of museum specimens, 
SMA of snout length relative to head length indicated that East clade S. multiplicata have longer 
snouts for a given head length (within group R2 = 0.232, P = 0.001, Fig. 4.6) than S. multiplicata 
from the West clade (within group R2 = 0.273, P < 0.0001, Fig. 4.6). S. multiplicata from the 
East clade also have deeper spades given spade width at the base of the spade (within group R2 = 
0.420, P < 0.0001, Fig. 4.7) than those from the West clade (within group R2 = 0.141, P < 
0.0005, Fig. 4.7). 
 We performed a third SMA on tympanum measurements, based on evidence from other 
anurans that tympanum area influences auditory sensitivity (Fox, 1995). Given known variation 
in male call characteristics between populations of the two clades, this may be a functionally 
relevant trait comparison. Both tympanum horizontal and vertical diameter load negatively on 
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LD1, indicating that they tend to be larger in the East clade (Fig. 4.5, Table 4.2), and the vertical 
diameters of tympana from East clade S. multiplicata are also larger for a given horizontal 
diameter (within group R2 = 0.332, P < 0.001, Fig. 4.8) than tympana of S. multiplicata from the 
West clade (within group R2 = 0.200, P < 0.0005, Fig. 4.8). 
 
Discussion  
We found no support for a genetic split in cytochrome b sequences within S. bombifrons 
across its range in the United States, but we recovered two distinct clades within S. multiplicata 
that also group geographically. Subsequently, we revealed morphological divergence between 
the two clades of S. multiplicata. Much of the previous work on hybridization in this system has 
focused on characterizing S. bombifrons behavioral variation, and the findings here indicate that 
variation in S. multiplicata may play a previously unrecognized role in generating the variation 
we see in patterns of hybridization and introgression between these species. 
 The overall phylogenetic relationships between species within the genus Spea that we 
recovered here based on cytochrome b sequences are consistent with previous results from a 
study of relationships in Pelobatoidea using mitochondrial sequence data (Garcı́a-Parı́s et al., 
2003). Notably, we also recovered polyphyly of S. hammondii, with two S. hammondii sequences 
grouping in a lowly-diverged clade with the one S. intermontana sequence we included and all of 
the S. bombifrons sequences (Fig. 4.2, Fig. A1A-C). The S. hammondii and S. intermontana 
sequences used by Garcı́a-Parı́s et al. (2003) are the same sequences used in the present analysis. 
While this could represent the actual relationship of these species, indicating a split within S. 
hammondii, it is also possible that some of these specimens have been mis-identified, though 
based on the location data available for these specimens, the latter is unlikely. While we were 
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focused on relationships within S. multiplicata and S. bombifrons specifically, the divergence 
time estimates that were generated for other nodes in the tree can be informative. The estimate 
for the split between the genera Spea and Scaphiopus here is 77.68 mybp (95% CI 51.81 – 
108.77), which overlaps with the CIs of estimates from Zhang et al. (2013), who used two 
different methods to estimate divergence times across anurans. Their mean estimates for this 
divergence were 86.6 mybp using MultiDivTime and 44.3 mybp using BEAST (which we used 
here), with 95% CIs of 70-105 mybp and 14-89 mybp, respectively (Zhang et al., 2013). Fossil 
evidence indicates that Spea had diverged from Scaphiopus by the Oligocene, and the earliest 
known Spea fossil, Spea neuter, is from approximately 28 mybp (Henrici, 2009). Taken together, 
comparison to previous divergence time estimates based on both sequence and fossil evidence 
indicate that our estimates are within expected values based on previous findings.  
The lack of divergence within S. bombifrons was surprising given the extreme call 
divergence between S. bombifrons males in southwestern New Mexico and Arizona compared 
with males in Texas and further north (O’Brien, 2018). However, it aligns with previous work 
showing shallow mitochondrial divergence within S. bombifrons (Rice & Pfennig, 2008). 
Combined with microsatellite data that indicates sharp population genetic structure between 
southern S. bombifrons populations (Pierce et al., 2017), this adds support to the idea that S. 
bombifrons has experienced a recent range expansion: more quickly-evolving loci 
(microsatellites) show divergence between populations while a more slowly-evolving locus (cyt 
b) shows a lack of divergence, indicating the divergence is relatively recent, which is to be 
expected during a rapid range expansion. We were also surprised to see that the sequences from 
the south-Texas Fulfurrias population of S. bombifrons did not form a clade of their own, given 
their geographic isolation from the rest of the S. bombifrons range (Fig. 4.1). It has been posited 
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that the south-Texas S. bombifrons population may be a refugial or relict population, but in that 
case, we would expect the population to show genetic divergence as a result of isolation. 
However, given that we were only able to include five sequences from this population, we 
cannot definitively rule out that possibility. 
The level of divergence (95% credible interval 10.64 – 25.79 mybp) between the two 
clades of S. multiplicata was unexpected given the relatively smaller magnitude of male call 
divergence in this species compared to the divergence in S. bombifrons calls (O’Brien, 2018). 
This genetic divergence within S. multiplicata combined with the male call data could help 
explain why we see differential introgression across sympatry with S. bombifrons. For one, 
significantly diverged genomes from the two S. multiplicata clades could interact differently 
when hybridized with S. bombifrons genomes. Hybrid incompatibilities that appear in hybrids 
from S. bombifrons mated with West clade S. multiplicata might not appear when S. bombifrons 
mates with East clade S. multiplicata (and vice versa), which would affect relative survival of 
hybrid offspring across sympatry. Further incompatibilities could manifest in backcrossed 
generations of hybrids, which could influence the direction of introgression between the species. 
Additionally, if there is significant divergence in regions of the genome underlying behavioral 
traits, mating behavior could differ between the two clades of S. multiplicata, resulting in 
different patterns of initial hybridization and backcrossing based on male traits or female 
preferences. Morphological variation could also play a role in driving interactions between the 
species, potentially through indirect influences on behavior (such as auditory processing via the 
tympanum). 
Much of the work within this hybrid system has focused on variation (behavioral and 
genetic) within S. bombifrons as a main cause patterns of hybridization and introgression, and 
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rightly so: facultative mate choice on the part of S. bombifrons females drives the production of 
F1 hybrid offspring (Pfennig, 2007). However, the striking amount of divergence within S. 
multiplicata here, and the fact that the two clades seem to align geographically with differences 
in both call characteristics (in both species) and in the direction of introgression, suggests that 
additional work is needed to understand how variation within S. multiplicata impacts patterns of 
hybridization in this system. 
One further issue is that the clades of S. multiplicata represent not just divergent 
populations of one species, but actually represent two separate species. The original description 
of Spea multiplicata (then Scaphiopus multiplicatus) made by Cope corresponds geographically 
to our East clade based on the origin of the type specimen (Cope, 1863). However, Cope later 
described the species Spea stagnalis as being similar to S. multiplicata, but differing in some 
characteristics, namely a less obvious tympanum (Cope, 1875). Based on the location of the type 
specimen, S. stagnalis would correspond with the West clade of S. multiplicata identified here.  
A clear next step in addressing these issues is to sequence nuclear genes for the 
specimens included in this study. This could also help clarify whether the two clades of S. 
multiplicata actually represent separate species, S. multiplicata (corresponding to the East clade) 
and S. stagnalis (corresponding to the West clade). Additionally, to resurrect S. stagnalis as a 
recognized species, it would be critical to perform reciprocal matings and behavioral isolation 
studies between the two clades to look for evidence of reproductive isolation. Thus, Cope’s 
original description of S. stagnalis as a distinct species might be valid, and future work will be 
needed to determine whether the two clades we identified constitute separate species.  
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Figures and Tables 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Sample locations for sequences of Spea bombifrons and Spea multiplicata on 
projected ranges in Canada, the United States, and Mexico. Range projections downloaded from 
NatureServe and IUCN. The Mexican S. multiplicata sample that is shown outside the range 
projection is an approximate location based on description of collection location, no GPS 
coordinates were available. 
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Figure 4.2 Simplified MrBayes consensus tree for all cyt B sequences. Asterisk on S. bombifrons 
clade denotes the presence of potentially misidentified sequences within this clade. Eight 
sequences that were identified as coming from S. multiplicata samples were assigned to this 
clade. This is most likely the result of either misidentification of samples or mitochondrial 
introgression from S. bombifrons into S. multiplicata. This clade also includes four sequences 
that had not been previously identified to the species level, but are most likely from S. 
bombifrons individuals. The assignment of S. intermontana and two of the three S. hammondii 
sequences to this low-divergence group of S. bombifrons, with the third S. hammondii sequence 
as sister to this three-species clade, is consistent with the topology recovered using these same S. 
intermontana and S. hammondii sequences by Garcı́a-Parı́s et al. (2003) when examining 
relationships within Pelobatoidea.  
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Figure 4.3 Sample locations for S. multiplicata sequences indicated by the clades identified from 
the MrBayes analysis. Samples from the Texas panhandle and from eastern Colorado group 
together in the East clade, while samples from western New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah group 
together in the West clade. Two samples, one from south-central New Mexico (population MU) 




Figure 4.4 Simplified BEAST consensus tree with divergence time estimates (in millions of 
years before present) from a calibrated Yule model with a strict clock. Age estimates for nodes 
with over 99% posterior probability are shown to the right of nodes and blue bars indicate 95% 
CIs of estimates. Circled numbers for the nodes (in decreasing age order) correspond to node 








Figure 4.5 Linear discriminant distribution for all individuals from the East and West clades of 
S. multiplicata. Clade of origin accounts for a significant amount of variation in LD1. See Table 





Figure 4.6 S. multiplicata from the East clade have longer snouts (SNT) for a given head length 
(HDL) than S. multiplicata from the West clade. Both trait measurements are adjusted for body 
size (SVL). Standardized major axis regression shows a significant difference in intercepts 
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Figure 4.7 S. multiplicata from the East clade have deeper spades (SPD) on their rear feet for a 
given spade base width (SPW) than S. multiplicata from the West clade. Both trait measurements 
are adjusted for body size (SVL). Standardized major axis regression shows a significant 
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Figure 4.8 S. multiplicata from the East clade have larger tympanum vertical diameters (TMPV) 
for a given horizontal diameter (TMPH) than S. multiplicata from the West clade. Both trait 
measurements are adjusted for body size using SVL. Standardized major axis regression shows a 

















































Table 4.1 Divergence time estimates and 95% credible intervals from BEAST for nodes with 
posterior probability over 99%. Node numbers correspond to circled numbers on Figure 4.4. 
Node  Estimate (mybp) 95% CI (mybp) 
1 77.68 51.81 – 108.77 
2 34.40 22.76 – 47.39 
3 25.27 14.69 – 35.55 
4 17.96 10.64 – 25.79 
5 14.46 8.05 – 20.53 
6 8.11 3.94 – 11.91 
   
Table 4.2 Linear discriminant coefficients for each S. multiplicata morphological trait (adjusted 
for body size). Negative coefficients indicate that these traits are larger in S. multiplicata from 
the East clade while positive coefficients indicate that these traits are larger in S. multiplicata 



















Table 4.3 ANOVA of LD1 values of S. multiplicata morphological traits given clade, sex, and 
their interaction. 
Predictor Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F P 
Clade 1 78.56 78.56 80.745 < 0.0001 
Sex 1 5.12 5.12 5.259 0.0236 
Clade:Sex 1 0.13 0.13 0.132 0.7169 






CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
This dissertation aimed to contribute to our understanding of the patterns of hybridization 
and introgression between S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata by examining various aspects of 
variation within the parental species and their hybrids. In doing so, I also endeavored to add to 
our understanding of the importance of variation in the study of hybridization in general. Below, 
I summarize first what this dissertation means specifically for the study system of spadefoot 
toads going forward and, second, how this dissertation fits within our general knowledge about 
hybridization. 
 
Implications for further study of S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata hybridization system 
Perhaps the most important contribution of this dissertation to the study of hybridization 
between S. bombifrons and S. multiplicata is the evidence that, at least at one mitochondrial 
locus, there are at least two distinct clades of S. multiplicata that diverged millions of years ago 
(see Chapter IV). This finding may help explain or expand on the results from the previous two 
chapters and should help guide future research within the system. 
In the case of selection on hybrid survival, that work was completed using only 
populations from Arizona sympatry. It is possible that the genetic divergence between S. 
multiplicata from Arizona and S. multiplicata from Texas may result in different intrinsic hybrid 
incompatibilities in Texas. There is clearly extensive divergence at the cytochrome b 
mitochondrial locus between S. multiplicata populations. If this is indicative of divergence across 
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the entire mitochondrial genome, then there is the potential for mito-nuclear incompatibilities to 
exist in Texas (where East clade S. multiplicata hybridize with S. bombifrons) that do not exist in 
Arizona (where West clade S. multiplicata hybridize with S. bombifrons), which could affect 
survival of hybrids and backcrossed hybrids in Texas differently than in Arizona. Future work 
should replicate the analyses from Chapter II could be replicated with Texas populations of S. 
multiplicata, S. bombifrons, and their hybrids to see if hybrid survival follows similar or different 
patterns in this region of sympatry. While the differential introgression discovered by Pierce et 
al. (2017) may be attributed to differences in local relative population sizes of the parental 
species, differential patterns of hybrid survival could also impact the extent and direction of 
introgression. 
The divergent clades within S. multiplicata may also help with interpretation of the data 
regarding the introgressed SpeaC7 haplotype investigated in Chapter III. Although the haplotype 
was discovered to have introgressed from S. multiplicata to S. bombifrons in Texas, where we 
find East clade S. multiplicata (Pierce et al., 2017), live specimen availability necessitated 
studying the effect of the haplotype on development in S. multiplicata tadpoles from the West 
clade. Given what we now know about the deep divergence within S. multiplicata, it is entirely 
possible that this haplotype is adaptive in the East clade of S. multiplicata and not the West 
clade. As such, future work, in addition to studying the effect of the haplotype in S. bombifrons, 
should also study its effect in S. multiplicata from the East clade, as this clade is most likely the 
actual source of the introgressed haplotype. 
 Beyond this dissertation, the discovery of two clades within S. multiplicata provides a 
potential new direction for research on hybridization in this system. If the two clades were to be 
raised to species status, we may have a case of so-called “triad” hybridization (Grant & Grant, 
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2020), where there are three interacting and hybridizing species. We may need to separately 
consider the hybridization between each group: East clade S. multiplicata with S. bombifrons, 
West clade S. multiplicata with S. bombifrons, and East clade S. multiplicata with West clade S. 
multiplicata. However, even if the two clades of S. multiplicata do not warrant classification as 
separate species, the genetic, morphological, and behavioral evidence suggests that we should 
still take the divergence between the clades into account during further research in this system. 
Because of the facultative mating behavior displayed by S. bombifrons females (Pfennig, 2007), 
much of the work on hybridization between these species has focused on S. bombifrons as the 
driver of patterns of hybridization and introgression (Pierce et al., 2017). Chapter IV of this 
dissertation suggests that a renewed consideration of the impact of S. multiplicata on 
hybridization dynamics is warranted.  
 
Importance of variation in hybridization dynamics 
This dissertation provides evidence that survival of hybrids can vary across hybrid 
genotypes and between populations (even at relatively small geographic scales). It also 
demonstrates that geographic variation in parental genotypes may contribute to differences in 
introgression. Both of these aspects of variation suggest that, to get a full understanding of the 
hybridization dynamics between two species, it is necessary to survey populations from across 
the complete range of sympatry where the species interbreed, rather than just from a single 
population or from a few populations in a limited portion of the range of overlap. Environmental 
aspects of selection as well as genetic variation within the hybridizing species can differ at both 
local (such as the <5km distance between sites in Chapter II) and regional scales (such as the 
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East versus West clades of S. multiplicata from Chapter IV) and could lead to differential 
patterns of hybridization and introgression.  
Indeed, studies have found differing patterns of both hybrid fitness and introgression 
between species either across their hybrid zones or in independent hybrid zones in plants (Stutz 
& Thomas, 1964, Watano et al., 2004, Aldridge & Campbell, 2009) and animals (Duvernell et 
al., 2007, Aboim et al., 2010, Teeter et al., 2010, Taylor et al., 2012, Lemmon & Juenger, 2017), 
and the differences were attributed to both environmental and genetic factors. These patterns can 
be the result of different intrinsic incompatibilities that exist in hybrids derived from crosses 
between different genetic populations of the parental species, which could further impact 
patterns of hybrid survival. Hybrid survival can also vary because of local environmental 
differences, which then can affect the extent and direction of introgression. 
Researchers who study landscape genetics advocate for paying particular attention to 
spatial scales when studying gene flow across a landscape (Anderson et al., 2010), which can be 
applied not just to gene flow within species but also between species as in hybridization. While it 
may seem to some that the study of hybridization is “story-telling” without any overarching 
themes or patterns, the variation found in studies of hybridization can be considered itself a 
pattern: hybridization and its outcomes vary depending on many underlying aspects of the 
system. One must consider the whole region of sympatry and all of the variation that 
encompasses in order to understand the dynamics of hybridization between two species.  
Hybridization is a dynamic evolutionary process and the study of it is a diverse 
interdisciplinary field that highlights the importance of considering a problem from all angles. 
Geography, ecology, genetics, landscape genetics, genomics, phylogeography, behavior, and 
more disciplines are all part of understanding hybridization and its consequences. Hybridization 
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is also becoming an important consideration for conservation efforts (Vilà et al., 2000, Wolf et 
al., 2001, Haig et al., 2004, Janes & Hamilton, 2017), as climate change drives range shifts and 





Figure A1 Consensus tree from MrBayes analysis of cyt B sequences. Nodes with posterior 
probability >0.90 are marked with circles. On this page and each subsequent page, region 
indicated in blue on inset tree are taxa show in detail. Substitutions per site scale bar applies to 
full-size tree, not inset tree. Asterisks in this panel indicate samples identified as congeners S. 
hammondii and S. intermontana whose cyt B sequences are grouping with S. bombifrons. This 
could be the result of mis-identification, mitochondrial introgression, or shared ancestry, but we 
are unable to determine the cause from the data we have.  
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Figure A1 (continued) Asterisks indicate S. bombifrons samples from isolated southern Texas 
population of S. bombifrons. Plus signs indicate samples identified as S. multiplicata prior to 
sequencing but grouping with S. bombifrons in this analysis (either the result of mis-
identification or mitochondrial introgression from S. bombifrons into S. multiplicata)  
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Figure A1 (continued) Plus signs indicate samples identified as S. multiplicata but grouping 
within S. bombifrons (potentially mis-identified or the result of mitochondrial introgression from 
S. bombifrons into S. multiplicata). Asterisks indicate samples that had not be previously 
identified to species level prior to sequencing. 
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Figure A2 Density distributions of adjusted morphological measurements for S. multiplicata 
individuals from the East (red) and West (blue) clades identified in the phylogenetic analysis. All 
measurements have been adjusted for body size as measured by SVL. Vertical lines indicate 





Figure A3 Linear discriminant values for LDA of S. multiplicata clade morphological traits 
separated by sex. ANOVA indicates that sex accounts for a significant amount of variation 




Figure A4 Linear discriminant values for LDA of S. multiplicata clade morphological traits 
separated by clade and sex. ANOVA indicates that the interaction between clade and sex does 




Table A1 Newly sequenced samples of Spea multiplicata and Spea bombifrons.  
Population Latitude Longitude Sample ID Source 
Amarillo, TX 35.167279 -101.76826 Sp_bombifrons_amarillo12 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_Amarillo13 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_amarillo4 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_amarillo5 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_amarillo6 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_amarillo8 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_amarillo9 Pfennig lab 
BS Pond, NM 31.980972 -107.68854 Sp_bombifrons_bs7 Pfennig lab 
CG Pond, NM 32.085243 -106.73522 Sp_bombifrons_cg1 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_cg6 Pfennig lab 
Cimarron, OK 36.752921 -102.56467 Sp_bombifrons_cimarron1 SNONHM 
9152    
Sp_bombifrons_cimarron2 SNONHM 
9153    
Sp_bombifrons_cimarron3 SNONHM 





34.408872 -108.63077 Sp_bombifrons_clp1 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_clp6 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_clp7 Pfennig lab 
DC Pond, NM 36.388307 -104.18813 Sp_bombifrons_dc13 Pfennig lab 
   




Sp_bombifrons_electricfence4529 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_electricfence4530 Pfennig lab 
Ellis, OK 35.9 -99.69 Sp_bombifrons_ellis1 SNONMH2632 
   
Sp_bombifrons_ellis2 SNONMH4889 
   
Sp_bombifrons_ellis4 SNONMH7115 
 
32.180151 -108.09352 Sp_bombifrons_fo1 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_fo4 Pfennig lab 
Fulfurria, TX 27.222294 -98.13631 Sp_bombifrons_fulfurrias_2750LF2 Pfennig lab 
















Hereford, TX 34.81766 -102.41501 Sp_bombifrons_hereford1 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_hereford2 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_hereford3 Pfennig lab 
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Sp_bombifrons_hereford4 Pfennig lab 
HMP Pond, 
NM 
33.045126 -103.97024 Sp_bombifrons_hmp10 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_hmp5 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_hmp8 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_hmp9 Pfennig lab 
HTT Pond, 
NM 
32.117675 -106.87153 Sp_bombifrons_htt10 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_htt11 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_htt12 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_htt17 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_htt3 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_htt6 Pfennig lab 
MM120-
HWY9, NM 
31.940381 -108.87113 Sp_bombifrons_hwy12 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_hwy15 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_hwy16 Pfennig lab 
Burlington, 
CO 
39.297384 -102.28121 Sp_bombifrons_hwy57hwy3854561 Pfennig lab 
Limon, CO 39.263073 -103.70116 Sp_bombifrons_limon1691 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1692 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1693 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1694 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1698 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1699 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1700 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1712 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1713 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1714 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1715 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1716 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1717 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_limon1718 Pfennig lab 
MU Pond, NM 32.371593 -106.08483 Sp_bombifrons_mu2 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_mu4 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_mu5 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_mu7 Pfennig lab 
NM0703 
Pond, NM 
31.8025 -107.1115 Sp_bombifrons_nm0703_1 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_nm0703_16 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_nm0703_9 Pfennig lab 
Purdum, NE 42.063985 -100.25896 Sp_bombifrons_purdum4493 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4494 Pfennig lab 
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Sp_bombifrons_purdum4495 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4496 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4497 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4498 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4499 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4500 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4501 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4502 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4503 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4504 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4505 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4506 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4507 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4508 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4509 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_purdum4510 Pfennig lab 
Roger Mill, 
OK 
35.706837 -99.654755 Sp_bombifrons_rogermill1 SNONMH4890 
   
Sp_bombifrons_rogermill2 SNONMH4891 
   
Sp_bombifrons_rogermill3 SNONMH4892 
   
Sp_bombifrons_rogermill4 SNONMH4893 




31.77 -109.08 Sp_bombifrons_shrimp1 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp12 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp13 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp18 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp20 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp29 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp31 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp32 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp41 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp51 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp58 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp6 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_shrimp7 
 





34.231013 -102.31519 Sp_bombifrons_springlake1535 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1536 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1538 
 




   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1541 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1542 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1543 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1544 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1545 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1546 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1547 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1548 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1549 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_springlake1550 
 





31.81 -109.05 Sp_bombifrons_sulphur11 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur15 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur1529 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur1530 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur16 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur19 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur21 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur29 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur32 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur35 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_sulphur36 
 






Sp_bombifrons_twinstars4518 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_twinstars4519 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_twinstars4520 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_twinstars4521 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_twinstars4522 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_twinstars4523 
 
Wilcox, AZ 32.22 -109.78 Sp_bombifrons_wilcox93 Pfennig lab 
DeSoto, KS 38.954299 -94.971003 Sp_bombifrons_WPI093 WPI093 
   
Sp_bombifrons_WPI094 WPI094 
   
Sp_bombifrons_WPI095 WPI095 
   
Sp_bombifrons_WPI096 WPI096 
   
Sp_bombifrons_WPI097 WPI097 
   
Sp_bombifrons_WPI098 WPI098 
Zent Pond, AZ 31.01305 -109.0012 Sp_bombifrons_zent3806 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3807 
 




   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3810 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3811 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3814 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3868 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3872 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3873 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3874 
 
   
Sp_bombifrons_zent3875 
 






Sp_multiplicata_aic22 Pfennig lab 
Lubbock, TX 33.40962 -101.6422 Sp_multiplicata_alktx11 Pfennig lab 
 
33.69397 -101.87123 Sp_multiplicata_alktx134 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_alktx137 
 




33.72673 -101.94006 Sp_multiplicata_alktx56 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_alktx64 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_alktx67 
 




33.72323 -101.93999 Sp_multiplicata_alktx89 
 
 
33.70058 -101.93989 Sp_multiplicata_alktx95 
 
 




31.8906 -111.39335 Sp_multiplicata_altar16 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_altar17 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_altar7 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_altar8 
 
Amarillo, TX 35.167279 -101.76826 Sp_multiplicata_amarillo8 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_amarillo9 
 
C Pond, TX 
  
Sp_multiplicata_c5 Pfennig lab 
Centennial 
Pond, NM 
32.29917 -107.7194 Sp_multiplicata_centennial11 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_centennial57 
 





34.408872 -108.63077 Sp_multiplicata_clp10 Pfennig lab 





31.49883 -108.86383 Sp_multiplicata_day26 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_day5 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_day7 
 
DB Pond, CO 37.681621 -103.98203 Sp_multiplicata_db1 Pfennig lab 




DC Pond, NM 36.388307 -104.18813 Sp_multiplicata_dc16 Pfennig lab 
Empier 
Cienega, AZ 
31.7055 -110.59057 Sp_multiplicata_empire240 Pfennig lab 
FLP Pond, CO 37.675702 -103.97833 Sp_multiplicata_flp1 Pfennig lab 
GPAT Pond, 
NM 
35.662733 -107.18327 Sp_multiplicata_gpat3 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_gpat4 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_gpat5 
 
Hatch, NM 32.61361 -107.2911 Sp_multiplicata_hatch16 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_hatch30 
 





32.117675 -106.87153 Sp_multiplicata_htt4 Pfennig lab 
I Pond, TX 33.873611 -102.15417 Sp_multiplicata_I12 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_I2 
 





33.64727 -102.00045 Sp_multiplicata_legacy13 Pfennig lab 
Maull's Pond, 
TX 
33.4661 -101.9563 Sp_multiplicata_maull36 Pfennig lab 
MU Pond, NM 32.371593 -106.08483 Sp_multiplicata_mu3 Pfennig lab 
N Pond, TX 36.022778 -101.28306 Sp_multiplicata_N6 Pfennig lab 
OK Pond, CO 37.66442 -104.00912 Sp_multiplicata_ok2 Pfennig lab 





31.905 -109.82138 Sp_multiplicata_pearce33 Pfennig lab 
PX Pond, NM 34.400091 -108.61978 Sp_multiplicata_px5 Pfennig lab 
SD Pond, CO 37.68076 -103.98419 Sp_multiplicata_sd6 Pfennig lab 
Treadwell, 
NM 
32.305 -107.7 Sp_multiplicata_treadwell1 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_treadwell4 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_treadwell6 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_treadwell72 
 
   
Sp_multiplicata_treadwell9 
 
V Pond, TX 33.8475 -102.1553 Sp_multiplicata_v11 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_multiplicata_V5 
 
Upond, NM 36.78445 -103.35722 Sp_unk_upond7 Pfennig lab 
   
Sp_unk_upond8 
 
   
Sp_unk_upond87 
 








Lat Lon Location notes 
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Pelobates_cultripes NC_008144.1 
   
Sp_bombifrons_EF191043 EF191043 38.17 -109.76 Needles Dist, 
Canyonlands Nat'l Park, 
Utah (estimated coords) 
Sp_multiplicata_EF191044 EF191044 38.17 -109.76 Needles Dist, 
Canyonlands Nat'l Park, 
Utah (estimated coords) 




Sc_couchii_MVZ145179 AY236792.1 31.8928 -109.0843 Arizona 
Sc_couchii_MVZ161886 AY236791.1 23.736667 -109.84278 Baja California, Mexico 
Sp_bombifrons_MVZ138976 AY236784.1 31.767 -109.0785 Arizona 
Sp_hammondii_MVZ145193 AY236786.1 33.3653 -117.0321 California 
Sp_hammondii_MVZ145197 AY236787.1 33.3653 -117.0321 California 
Sp_hammondii_MVZ149995 AY236788.1 37.63621 -121.55591 California 
Sp_multiplicata_MVZ150038 AY236789.1 31.8942 -109.0869 Arizona 
Sp_multiplicata_MVZ164769 AY236790.1 19.47 -101.77 Michoacan, Mexico 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MVZ234170 EU285613.1 38.97 -94.96 DeSoto, KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap2 EU285614.1 34.232607 -102.30501 Lamb Co., TX (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap3 EU285615.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP9222 EU285616.1 38.89745 -101.36999 Logan Co., KS 
Sp_bombifrons_hap5_MVZ145174 EU285617.1 35.98546 -97.04013 Oklahoma 
Sp_bombifrons_hap6_TNHC60525 EU285618.1 33.618 -100.265 King Co., TX (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap7_TNHC60529 EU285619.1 32.31 -102.62 Andrews Co. TX 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap8 EU285620.1 31.74 -109.1 Cochise Co., AZ 
Sp_bombifrons_hap9_MHP8236 EU285621.1 37.665 -98.762 Pratt Co., KS 
Sp_bombifrons_hap10_MHP9015 EU285622.1 37.248 -100.324 Meade Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap11_MHP8240 EU285623.1 37.565 -98.119 Kingman Co., KS 
Sp_bombifrons_hap12 EU285624.1 34.346 -104.436 DeBaca Co., NM 
Sp_bombifrons_hap13 EU285625.1 31.81 -109.05 Cochise Co., AZ 
Sp_bombifrons_hap14 EU285626.1 38.854 -103.702 Lincoln Co., CO 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap15 EU285627.1 39.747 -103.597 Washington Co., CO 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap16_MVZ145205 EU285628.1 35.98546 -97.04013 Oklahoma 
Sp_bombifrons_hap17 EU285629.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap18_MHP9150 EU285630.1 37.2 -99.27 Comanche Co., KS 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap19_MHP9121 EU285631.1 37.88 -99.31 Edwards Co, KS 
(coords approximate) 
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Sp_bombifrons_hap20_MVZ149680 EU285632.1 35.98546 -97.04013 Oklahoma 
Sp_bombifrons_hap21_MHP8571 EU285633.1 37.2 -99.27 Comanche Co., KS 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap22_DBS839 EU285634.1 35.9 -99.83 Roger Mills Co., OK 
Sp_bombifrons_hap23 EU285635.1 34.346 -104.436 DeBaca Co., NM 
Sp_bombifrons_hap24 EU285636.1 34.232607 -102.30501 Lamb Co., TX (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap25_MHP8520 EU285637.1 37.3696 -98.30126 Harper Co., KS 
Sp_bombifrons_hap26 EU285638.1 34.232607 -102.30501 Lamb Co., TX (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap27_MVZ145177 EU285639.1 36.04348 -96.915 Oklahoma 
Sp_bombifrons_hap28_MHP8990 EU285640.1 37.202 -101.314 Stevens Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap29 EU285641.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap30 EU285642.1 31.68 -109.14 Cochise Co., AZ 
Sp_multiplicata_hap32 EU285643.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap33 EU285644.1  31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap34 EU285645.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap35 EU285646.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap36 EU285647.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap37 EU285648.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap39 EU285649.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap40 EU285650.1  31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap42 EU285651.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap44 EU285652.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap45 EU285653.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap46 EU285654.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap49 EU285655.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap50 EU285656.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_multiplicata_hap51 EU285657.1 31.79 -109.13 Cochise Co., AZ 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MVZ234171 EU499393.1 38.97 -94.96 DeSoto, KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MVZ145206 EU499394.1 35.98546 -97.04013 Oklahoma 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MVZ240065 EU499395.1 38.5862 -92.1208 Missouri 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MVZ145173 EU499396.1 35.98546 -97.04013 Oklahoma 
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Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MHP9046 EU499397.1 39.8 -101.73 Cheyenne Co, KS 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MHP9145 EU499398.1 37.23 -99.82 Clark Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MHP8998 EU499399.1 37.248 -100.324 Meade Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MHP9123 EU499400.1 37.88 -99.31 Edwards Co, KS 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MHP9134 EU499401.1 37.23 -99.82 Clark Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MHP8920 EU499402.1 43.68513 -103.35145 Custer State Park, SD 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MHP8921 EU499403.1 43.68 -103.49 Custer Co., SD (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_MHP9147 EU499404.1 37.23 -99.82 Clark Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS593 EU499405.1 45.18 -108.91 Carbon Co., MT 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS841 EU499406.1 35.9 -99.83 Roger Mills Co., OK 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS545 EU499407.1 45.18 -108.91 Carbon Co., MT 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS538 EU499408.1 45.18 -108.91 Carbon Co., MT 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS547 EU499409.1 45.18 -108.91 Carbon Co., MT 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS573 EU499410.1 45.18 -108.91 Carbon Co., MT 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS592 EU499411.1 45.18 -108.91 Carbon Co., MT 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS844 EU499412.1 35.9 -99.69 Ellis Co., OK 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS541 EU499413.1 45.18 -108.91 Carbon Co., MT 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_DBS553 EU499414.1 45.18 -108.91 Carbon Co., MT 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_TNHC60528 EU499415.1 31.93 -103.17 Winkler Co., TX 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap1_TNHC60526 EU499416.1 33.63 -100.82 Dickens Co. TX (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP9151 EU499418.1 37.2 -99.27 Comanche Co., KS 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP9148 EU499419.1 37.23 -99.82 Clark Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP8991 EU499420.1 37.202 -101.314 Stevens Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP9122 EU499421.1 37.88 -99.31 Edwards Co, KS 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP9045 EU499422.1 39.8 -101.73 Cheyenne Co, KS 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP9098 EU499423.1 39.78 -95.14 Doniphan Co, KS 
(coords approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP9143 EU499424.1 37.23 -99.82 Clark Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MHP8994 EU499425.1 37.585 -101.283 Grant Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MVZ164812 EU499426.1 35.98546 -97.04013 Oklahoma 
Sp_bombifrons_hap4_MVZ145175 EU499427.1 35.98546 -97.04013 Oklahoma 
Sp_bombifrons_hap6_MHP9137 EU499429.1 37.248 -100.324 Meade Co., KS (coords 
approximate) 
Sp_bombifrons_hap6_MVZ145176 EU499430.1  35.98546 -97.04013 Oklahoma 
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Sp_bombifrons_hap6_DBS840 EU499431.1 35.9 -99.83 Roger Mills Co., OK 
Sp_bombifrons_hap6_DBS875 EU499432.1 36.01 -99.76 Ellis Co., OK 
Sp_bombifrons_hap6_DBS391 EU499433.1 35.25 -97.92 Grady Co., OK 
Sp_bombifrons_hap6_DBS843 EU499434.1 35.9 -99.69 Ellis Co., OK 
Sp_bombifrons_hap6_DBS845 EU499435.1 35.9 -99.69 Ellis Co., OK 
 
Table A3 Sample information for S. multiplicata morphological analyses. 
 
Clade Sex Catalog Locality 
East female KDPFENN 10049 Amarillo 
East female 4811-1151 Amarillo 
East female 4902 LF4 Amarillo 
East female NCSM 60557 Dona Ana Co, NM 
East female NCSM 60555 Dona Ana Co, NM 
East female ASU 7299 El Paso Co 
East female KDPFENN10111 Hereford - Easter 
East female KDPFENN10100 Hereford - Easter 
East female KDPFENN10119 Hereford - Easter 
East female KDPFENN10167 Hereford - Easter 
East female KDPFENN10101 Hereford - Easter 
East female NCSM 85066 Jeff Davis Co 
East female NCSM 85823 Jeff Davis Co 
East female ASU 13149 Jeff Davis Co 
East female CA 943 Jeff Davis Co, Rt 166, 12.3mi W Fort Davis 
East female KDPFENN10083 Littlefield - Spring Lake 
East female KDPFENN10087 Littlefield - Spring Lake 
East female KDPFENN 10683 Littlefield - Spring Lake 
East female KDPFENN10215 N. Spring Lake 
East female Cage 3908 O‚ÄôDonnell 
East female Cage 3905 O‚ÄôDonnell 
East female PFENNFLD 11836 Scripture Slot 
East female KDPFENN10096 Spring Lake 
East female KDPFENN10088 Spring Lake 
East female KDPFENN10681 Spring Lake 
East male KDPFENN 10054 Amarillo 
East male NCSM 60549 Dona Ana Co, NM 
East male NCSM 60553 Dona Ana Co, NM 
East male NCSM 60556 Dona Ana Co, NM 
East male NCSM 60552 Dona Ana Co, NM 
East male NCSM 60554 Dona Ana Co, NM 
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East male NCSM 60551 Dona Ana Co, NM 
East male KDPFENN10270 Hereford 
East male RF1 Hereford 
East male KDPFENN10102 Hereford - Easter 
East male CA 972 Jeff Davis Co, Fort Davis 
East male CA 948 Jeff Davis Co, rd to lodge, Davis Mtns St Pk 
East male CA 946 Jeff Davis Co, rd to lodge, Davis Mtns St Pk 
East male CA 949 Jeff Davis Co, rd to lodge, Davis Mtns St Pk 
East male KDPFENN 10383 La Junta 
East male KDPFENN10084 Spring Lake 
East male B10 unclipped male Stinnett 
West female KDPFENN 10558 Acacia 
West female KDPFENN 10555 Acacia 
West female KDPFENN 10544 Acacia 
West female KDPFENN 10735 BIP 
West female KDPFENN 10741 BIP2 P-AA 
West female KDPFENN 10730 BIP2-P-E 
West female CMNH 3196 Coconino Co, AZ 
West female CMNH 3191 Coconino Co, AZ 
West female KDPFENN11021 Crater 
West female KDPFENN 10698 Day Pond 
West female KDPFENN 11131 Deming 
West female KDPFENN10619 Hatch Dairy 
West female KDPFENN10626 Hatch Dairy 
West female KDPFENN10627 Hatch Dairy 
West female PFENNFLD 10058 Oneil Rd 
West female PFENNFLD 11221 Pampas 
West female CMNH 47780 Pima Co, AZ 
West female PFENNFLD 11253 PO2 
West female PFENNFLD 11234 PO2 
West female PFENNFLD 11331 San Simon Pit 
West female KDPFENN 10839 UPR 
West female KDPFENN 10579 UPR 
West female KDPFENN 10586 UPR 
West female KDPFENN 10570 UPR 
West female 123 LF4/RF1 UPR 
West female PFENNFLD 11315 Willow Tank 
West female CMNH 62644 Yavapai Co, AZ 
West female CMNH 62639 Yavapai Co, AZ 
West female CMNH 62641 Yavapai Co, AZ 
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West male KDPFENN 10559 Acacia 
West male KDPFENN 10557 Acacia 
West male KDPFENN 10556 Acacia 
West male KDPFENN 10986 BIP 
West male KDPFENN 10721 BIP 
West male KDPFENN 10732 BIP 
West male KDPFENN 10733 BIP 
West male KDPFENN 10720 BIP 
West male KDPFENN 10725 BIP 
West male KDPFENN 10743 BIP, P19 
West male KDPFENN 10412 BIP1 
West male KDPFENN 10406 BIP2 
West male KDPFENN 10997 BIP2 
West male KDPFENN 10719 BIP2 
West male KDPFENN 10731 BIP2-P-E 
West male CMNH 42597 Catron Co, NM 
West male CMNH 42601 Catron Co, NM 
West male NCSM 84230 Cochise Co. (410) 
West male CMNH 3179 Coconino Co, AZ 
West male CMNH 3194 Coconino Co, AZ 
West male CMNH 3187 Coconino Co, AZ 
West male KDPFENN10962 Crater 
West male KDPFENN10965 Crater 
West male KDPFENN10972 Crater 
West male KDPFENN10974 Crater 
West male KDPFENN10970 Crater 
West male KDPFENN 10539 Dead Cow 
West male KDPFENN 10536 Dead Cow 
West male KDPFENN 10532 Dead Cow 
West male KDPFENN 10537 Dead Cow 
West male KDPFENN 10528 Dead Cow 
West male CMNH 65951 Dona Ana Co, NM 
West male CMNH 65952 Dona Ana Co, NM 
West male KDPFENN 10934 Elgin 
West male KDPFENN11066 Four-ten 
West male CMNH 42618 Grant Co, NM 
West male CMNH 42617 Grant Co, NM 
West male CMNH 42619 Grant Co, NM 
West male CMNH 42616 Grant Co, NM 
West male KDPFENN10620 Hatch Dairy 
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West male KDPFENN10623 Hatch Dairy 
West male KDPFENN10622 Hatch Dairy 
West male PFENNFLD 11208 Pampas 
West male PFENNFLD 11207 Pampas 
West male CMNH 84618 Pima Co, AZ 
West male CMNH 47768 Pima Co, AZ 
West male CMNH 47779 Pima Co, AZ 
West male PFENNFLD 11244 PO2 
West male 4427 RF2 Portal 
West male CMNH 47803 Santa Cruz Co, AZ 
West male CMNH 58966 Sierra Co, NM 
West male PFENNFLD 11391 Silver Creek 
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